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INTRODUCTIO1

Part I of the Summary of the Adult Basic Education Institute

for Teachers and Teacher-Trainers of Urban Adult Populations reported

the Institute's objectives, the 84 participants from HEW gegions

I, II, and III werettand the Institute programs which included

lectures, discussions, field trips, and task forces at work. Lectures

and discussions were presented in full whenever the material was

available. The program was built around four general perspective';--

economic, ecolGgical or sociological, political, and bureaucratic.

Part I is concerned with the perii'd from July 26 to August 6, 1971.

Part II is concerned with the period from August 7, 1971 tc August

31, 1972.

Part II of the Summary reports the results of an opinionnaire

taken oyt August 6, 1971, the last day of the assembled group at

Howard, and the uses to which the participants put their Howard

University experience after they returned to their places of work.

The opinionnaire results Indic-Ate some of the value assumptions,

personal perspectives, and understandings Institute members had about

American society end of the problems of disadvantaged adults. These

understandings relate to the back-hone uses required the practical

application of Institute learnings to real situations.

Follow-up workshops were held in Harrisburg, Pa., Philadelphia,

Pa., Baltimore, ;Id., and Washington, D.C. Communication with parti-

cipants was continued throughout the year. Participants were

informed about what each reporting group presented.



The presentations given at Cie qashington, n.c. workshop

are reported here and a summary of one of the two workshops held in

Baltimore, Ud.

A questionnaire, "Summary of uses of My Howard University ABE

Institute Experiences", was distributed in March to each participant.

Answers to the questions are presented here. It 'as hoped that the

completed questionnaires would be returned in March or early April,

early enough for two or three city-wide monthly meetings of partici-

pants to be held on a voluntary basis before the end of /lay. These

voluntary meetings did not take place. Mir purpose would have

been to share the applications of the participants' experiences in

their localities.

When the Institute was held in July, 1971, the U.S. census

reports for 1970 were not available. Members were promised material

to be used in studying their city using the 1971 census data. The

participants had made an analysis of their metropolitan area -- the

number of people, their .4e, racial, educational, and economic

characteristics, the contrast between central city and suburban

conditions, needs, and resources. The participants had learned to

use the 1960 census material in which they utilized a City and

County Background Form designed for this purpose. Since the 1970

census data is presented differently a new City Background Form

had to be developed. A copy of this form was sent to each parti-

cipant in a July 30, 1972 mailing. It is our hope that the form will
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be used to up-date CI: information ahout the city and its census

tracts anJ tilt participants All use this inforilation to design

programs relevant to their populations. Further, it is hoped that

participants will be encouraged to continue to utilize local

resources increasingly in their effort to make ABE classes better

meet the needs of students in developing the basic literacies --

not only the literacy of reading, writing, and arithmetic, but also

literacy in health, in family relations, in knowledge of available

services, in political and economic matters, and in knowledge of

rights, privileges, and obligations.

Probably the greatest contri'ution of this report will be the

uses to wIlich it yi:1 'c 7Nut '1/ those ,!%0 condlue to try to jSC

community development as a method and a process in working with

adults particularly in the "odel Cities Areas of our large cities.

The levels of living of the people can be raised for the people can

learn how to Jnderstal clt, , hot? to participate in the local

economy, and in social and political decision-making essenti 1 in

the up-grading process. These adults will intelligently support

their own leaders skilled in organization and a working knowledge of

inter-governmental complexity.

This project only one of many efforts to discover more

effective ways to increase the inner-city resident's cope-ability

the speed and economy with which he adapts to continued change and

helps sh'pe change by participating in the development of a more

humane community.

Edmonia W. Davidson, Ed.D.
Project Director
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THE OPINIONNAIRE

An opinionnaire was administered to the participants of the

Institute at its conclusion. The items were related to 8 substantive

areas, areas covered in the lectures presented at the Institute and in

the required text, igpmFamilandPersonevelontinAdulIAasic

Education, by Edmonia W. Davidson. Questions were primarily concerned

with factual material, but also dealt with value assumptions, personal

perspectives, attitudes towards the law, prejudice, dignity, worth of

the individual, and freedom.

Characteristics of Those Who Completed the qpinionnaire

Table 1

Aumber of Individuals by State Who Participated in
Institute, Number and Percent of Those In the State Pio

Completed Opinionnaire

State

Connecticut

fassachusetts

New York

Delaware

District of Columbia

:!aryland

Pennsylvania

Virginia

State Not Designated
Totals

Number of
Partici ants

Number of
Res ;dents

%

1 0 0.0

1 1 100.0

20 16 80.0

2 1 50.0

15 13 86.6

14 12 135.7

18 18 100.0

13 11 84.6

1

34 73



Of the 84 participants from 7 states, 73 or 86.9 percent,

completed the opinionnaire. Highest rates of response !rem from

Pennsylvania (100%) and iiassachusetts (V" IZ). Of the 15 partici-

pants from the District of Columbia, 13 or 86.6% completed the

opinionnaire. Participants from ilaryland and Virginia responded

at rates of 85.7% and 84.5% respectively. 00% of the participants

from Mew York completed th&opionnaire. Only 1 of the 2 participants

from Delaware (50%) completed the opinionnaire. The only partici-

pant from Connecticut did net complete the opinionnaire, gilding that

state a 0% rate of response.

Table 2

!umber of Individuals from Each State Completing
Opinionnaire and Percentage of These

Individuals of Total Respondents

State

Connecticut

ilassachusetts

New York

Del atdare

District of Columbia

;Maryland

Pennsylvania

Virginia

State !jot Desf Hated
rota s

Number of
Respondents

0

1

16

1

13

12

1!",

11

1

73

0.0

1.4

21.5

1.4

17.8

16.4

24.7

15.1

1.4

Table 2 indicates that the largest number of respondents

came from Pennsylvania (24.7%), New York (21.9) , and the District

;.: 61.
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of Columbia (17.8%). These were followed by flaryland (15.4%), and

Virginia (15.1%). Two states had only 1 respondent each (1.4%)--

liassachusetts and Delaware. One completed opinionnaire failed to

indicate the state of the respondent (1.4%)

Respondents were asked to indicate position and length of

ABE experience. The largest number of respondents were ABE teachers,

54 or 74%; and 6 or 8.2% were elementary teachers with ABE exper-

ience. Two or 2.7% of those who participated in the survey were ABE

directors. Two (2.7%) were counselors involved in ABE work. One

principal, 1 administrative assistant, and 1 staff development worker

(each representing 1.4%) also completed the opinionnaire. Two others

(2.7%) were program directors. There were also 3 (4.1%) teacher's aides.

Ta5le 3

!iumher and Percentage of Respondents
By Professional Position Held

Position Amber

ABE Teaeler 54 75.0

Elementary Teacher, with tBE Ixoerience 1 3.2

ABE Director 2 2.7

Counselor 2 2.7

Principal 1 1.4

Administrative Assistant 1 1.4

Staff Development Uor%er 1 1.4

Program Director 2 2.7

Teacher's P.i.le 3 4.1

Position "ot Imiicated 1 1 4

ota s . 13.1

143 7



Table 4 nresents t':1 professional position of the r;!spondents

from the various stats.. 17%2 largest number of ACE teachers 'iho completed

thl opinionnair:; care from Pcinsylvan4 (15), District of Columbia (12),

and t!ew York (11). ,:arylanA and Virgiaia each ha.', 6 ABE teachers uho

completed the opinionnair:. .assac%usetts an 1121&!are had 1 each. Of

the elementary teachers #!in ABE experience, half were from :iaryland

and half from Virginia. One of the ABE directors was from 03.1 York, and

the other uas from Virginia. Of the two counselors involved in ABE work

who completed thl opinionnairc, 1 was from Jaryland and the other was

from Virginia.

Chart 1 shows the length of ABE experience of the respondents by

percentage. 45.2% of those who completed the opinionnaire had 2 years or

less ABE experience, anfl of these 13.7% haJ months or less. 35.5% of

the respondents had 3, or 5 years of ABE experience an.: 19.2% h31

been involved in ABE ,tor': for six or more years.

Experien.:

G months or lc!ss

1 or 2 yr.ars

3, 4, or 5 rars

}roars or min-

5 11 15 2^ 25 3 1.3

Percent

C.:lart 1

Lenelt; of 7.1E Experience of the
Respondents by Percentam

8
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A

MILT BASE' EDUCATION INSTITUTE
FOR TEACHERS AND TEACHER-TRAINERS

OF
URBAN ADULT POPULATIONS

Hoqard University

a

July 26 to August 6, 1971

The purpose of this opinionnaire is to get an indication of how
you presently feel about some of the things we will be discussing during
this two week institute. It is not a test of your ability. There may be
no right or wrong answer. The best answer is your honest personal
opinion. You may be sure that the answer you give will be kept
confidential. The answer you give will assist us in determining what
areas need more concentration during this Institute and will provide
information for future programs. You will also be requested to repeat
the same exercise at the end of the conference period.

Please do no write your name on this questionnaire. We are
not interested in who you are but WHAT YOU THINK. Please indicate the
state in which you work, your position, and the length of ABE
experience.

Position. Length of ABE experience
1. Six months or less

State 2. One or two years
3. Three of four years

City 4. Four or five years
5. Six years or more

Instructions:

You may agree or disagree with each of the following statements.
You are requested to indicate the extent of your agreement or dis-
agreement by writing the numUer which best expresses how you feel in
the blank space to the left of the item. Remember, we want your
honest personal opinion.

1. Strongly disagree
2. Disagree
3. Uncertain
4. Agree
S. Strongly agree

1. The dignity and status of the ABE programs are determined, in
large measure, through the way they deal with the potential
student recruit.

1) 1.4% 2) 4.1% 3) 4.1% 4) 28.8% 5) 58.9% Unkn) 2.7%

Note: After each statement which follows the percentage distribution of the
answers of respondents is indicated in accordance with the instructions,
1-strongly disagree to 5-strongly agree, as illustrated above.

11.611



2. What is normal for one group in the immunity may not be normal
for another. The ABE teacher has to realize this and respect
it.

1) 2.7 2) 0.0 3) 1.0 4) 13.7 5) 82.2 Unkn) 1.4

3. If the Supreme Court decision of 1954 had been pursued with all
deliberate speed in the Northeast Atlantic states, we would
not be experiencing some of the problems that we face today.

1) 4.1 2) 5.5 3) 12.3 4) 28.8 5) 47.9 Unkn) 1.4

4. There are those in the Northeastern states' public schools who
will do anything; they possibly can to keep the desegregated
school system from being effective.

1) 9.6 2) 1.4 3) 6.8 4) 30.1 5) 47.9 Unkn) 4.1

5. The northeast states have successfully removed all the vestiges
of the segregated dual system in every aspect of its operation.

1) 60.3 2) 27.4 3) 6.8 4) 1.4 5) 2.7 Unkn) 1.4

6. The average otizen will obey the laws if they are impartially
enforced.

1) 12.3 2) 12.3 3) 8.2 4) 46.6 5) 20.5 Unkn) 0.0

7. There is not much that can be done about most of the slum land-
lords, bigoted teachers, brutal police and citizens who despise
non-white Americans.

1) 65.8 2) 24.7 3) 1.4 4) 1.4 5) 6.8 Unkn) 0.0

8. The fact that 35% of the young men of the Northeast states are
rejected by the Selective Service is indicative of something
being wrong both in the community and in the public schools.

1) 2.7 2) 1.4 3) 12.3 4) 39.7 5) 42.5 Unkn) 1.4

9. The unmotivated student from disadvantaged background should be
assigned to the most competent teachers.

1) 4.1 2) 5.5 3) 5.5 4) 37.0 5) 46.6 Unkn) 1.4

10. It should be a mistake to teach persons from disadvantaged
background differently from other persons.

1) 32.9 2) 31.5 3) 5.5 4) 20.5 5) 9.5 Unkn) 0.0

11. Freedom is the right to be treated as a person equal in promise
and dignity, in every part of our national life, to all others.

1) 2.7 2) 1.1 3) 0.1 4) 20.5 5) 75.3 Unkn) 1.4

.12



12. The type of people living under poor conditions are there because
they are too lazy to do anything about it.

1) G4.G 2) 2C.3 3) 2.7 4) 1.4 5) 1.4 Unkn) 1.4

13. Poor housing conditions, underemployment or unemployment, and
no up-grading opportunities are unrelated to illegitimacy,
crime and delinquency.

1) 60.3 2) 12.3 3) 0.0 4) 11.0 5) 16.4 Unkn) 0.0

14. Of urban children and youth, the majority of nonwhites live in
central cities, the majority of whites in suburbs.

1) 0.0 2) 5.5 3) 1.4 4) 49.3 5) 42.5 Unkn) 1.4

15. Itost families are small.

1) 8.2 2) 24.7 3) 11.0 4) 41.1 5) 13.7 Unkn) 1.4

16. Over one-third of the children live in large families.

1) 1.4 2) 8.2 3) 15.1 4) 52.1 5) 20.5 Unkn) 2.7

17. Nonwhite families are much more likely to be large.

1) 4.1 2) 9.6 3) 2.7 4) 52.1 5) 31.5 Unkn) 0.0

18. The majority of children live in middle or upper income families.

1) 31.5 2) 33.4 3) 2.7 4) 24.7 5) 1.4 Unkn) 1.4

19. The majority of nonwhite children are poor and the majority
of poor children are white.

1) 4.1 2) 8.2 3) 6.8 4) 38.4 5) 42.5 Unkn) 0.0

20. Large families are more likely to be poor.

1) 1.4 2) 4.1 3) 4.1 4) 57.5 5) 32.9 Unkn) 0.0

21. Families that are both large and nontnite run double risk of
poverty.

1) 0.0 2) 1.4 3) 4.1 4) 24.7 5) 67.1 Unkn) 2.7

22. Pearly two-thirds of nonwhite fanilies headed by a woman are
poor, as 3re one-third of white families headed by a woman.

1) 2.7 2) 1.4 3) 11.0 4) 45.2 5) 35.6 Unkn) 4.1

23. itst vulnera le to poverty: farm families, nonwhite families
and families headed by a woman.

1) 2.7 2) 0.0 3) 6.8 4) 34.2 5) 52.1 Unkn) 4.1

131b



24. Fiore families today ave. two wage earners.

1) 0.0 2) 1.4 3) 5.5 4) 47.9 5) 43.3 linkn) 1.4

25. At all levels of education, lifotime earnings are higher for
whites.

1) 0.0 2) 0.0 3) 2.7 4) 34.2 5) 63.n Unkn) 0.0

26. High school dropouts are more likely to come from low income
families.

1) 0.0 2) 2.7 3) 1.4 4) 42.5 5) 53.4 Unkn) 1.0

27. High school graduates have fewer children than those with only
elementary schooling.

1) 1.4 2) 1.4 3) 2.7 4) 49.3 5) 45.2 Unkn) 0.0

28. The unemployment rates for teenagers are five times as high
as for other workers. For 16 to 17 year olds, the rate is
14% for boys and 17% for girls.

1) 0.0 2) 2.7 3) 11.0 4) 5%1 5) 34.2 Unkn) 0.0

29. Over a million men under 21 are in military service.

1) 0.0 2) 2.7 3) 21.9 4) 41.1 5) 34.2 Unkn) 0.0

3n. Among Negro draftees the disqualification rate was 57.5%, or
53% higher than for whites in 1965.

1) 0.0 2) 2.7 3) 26.0 4) 47.9 5) 23.3 Unkn) 0.0

31. Infant mortality is almost twice as high for nonwhites.

1) 0.9 2) 4.1 3) 9.6 4) 49.3 5) 37.0 Unkn) 0.0

32. Frequency of doctors' visits is closely related to education
of family head.

1) 1.4 2) 1.4 3) 1.4 4) 53.4 5) 42.5 Unkn) 0.0

33. The proportion of youth 15-24 who have never visited a dentist
is related to color, region and income.

1) 0.0 2) 4.1 3) 4.1 4) 52.1 5) 39.7 Unkn) 0.0

34. The distribution of family income in 'the United States in
1959 showed that the lowest fifth of the families had incomes
of less than 33,000.

1) 1.4 2) (1.0 3) 11.0 4) 47.9 5) 39.7 Unkn) 0.0

14
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35. The income gap beticeen wnitc a'd nonlaite male workers from
1960 to 19'2 ilcreas::!.

1) 4.1 2) 13.7 3) 21.t'. 4) 42.5 5) 16.4 Unkn) 1.4

36. Between 1950 and 1961 there was a decline in unskilled jobs.

1) 2.7 2) 8.2 3) 13.7 4) 49.3 5) 26.0 Unkn) 0.0

37. Between 1950 and 1960 the earnings gap between skilled and
unskilled workers in the United States increased.

1) 0.0 2) 12.3 3) 9.6 4) 50.44 5) 19.2 Unkn) 0.0

38. The percentage of working wives is greatest among the families
classified as living in comfort.

1) 0.0 2) 6.8 3) G.8 4) 60.3 5) 26.0 Unkn) 0.0

39. The salary of a male elementary school teacher is about equal
to that of the skilled craftsman.

1) 1.4 2) 15.1 3) 11.0 4) 57.5 5) 15.1 Unkn) 0.0

40. The regional income position (f Negroes relative to whites
is most favorable in the Hort' and 'lest.

1) 1.4 2) 11.0 3) 17.8 4) 46.6 5) 21.9 Unkn) 1.4

41. To decrease the income' gap, Negores must achieve more
education, higher job skills and equal job opportunity.

1) 0.0 2) 1.4 3) 1.4 4) 25.0 5) 5'.9 Unkn) 1.4

42. American families classified by Leon Keyserling as living in
poverty and deprivation in 1959 had incomes of less than
$4,004 and between $4,000 and 55,999 respectively.

1) 1.0 2) 1.4 3) 16.4 4) 41.1 5) 39.7 Unkn) 1.4

43. The most inprotant fact to consider in determining how the
members of a legislative body (city council, state leg-
islature, U.S. Conmss) will vote on a given issue is to
find out each mee.mr's party affiliation.

1)11.0 2) 23.3 3) 3.2 4) 42.5 5) 13.7 Unkn) 1.4

44. In making decisions and formulating policies, elected public
officials are more lively to fallow dictates of conscience
rather than consider the desires of interest groups.

1) 19.2 2) 42.5 3) 12.3 4) 17.8 5) 6.8 Unkn) 1.4
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45. Political lifl in t:41 Statcs is so complex
masses of ordinary citizens cannot understand it,
it is foolish to attempt to teach them about it.

1) 58.9 2) 31.5 3) n.0 4) 2.7 5) 4.1

that the
Cierefore

Unkn) 2.7

46. The use of "system" as a concept in analyzing politics and
government in the United States is a valuable method for
the analyst.

1) 5.5 2) 6.8 3) 21.5 4) 45.2 5) 19.2 Unkn) 2.7

47. In attempting to better understand the content of a given
political question or issue one may gain greater insight if
he determines the interests and associations of those who offer
proposed solutions.

1) o.n 2) 0.n 3) 5.5 4) 56.2 5) 35.6 Unkn) 2.7

48. In the most realistic sense politics is who gets what, when
and ho:.

1) 4.1 2) 2.7 3) 4.7 4) 49.3 5) 38.4 Unkn) 1.4

4.71. Ho political system can continue to operate unless its members
are willing to support thz existence of a group that seeks to
settle differences or promote decisions through peaceful
action in common.

1) 1.4 2) 5.5 3) 11.3 4) 47.9 5) 32.9 Unkn) 1.4

51. Thn study of politics is concerned with understanOing hou
authoritative decisions are made ani executed for a society.

1) 1.4 2) 1.4 3) 4.1 4) 56.2 5) 35.6 Unkn) 1.4

51. Each part of the larger political canvas does not stand alone
but is related to each other part; or to put it positively,
this operation of no one part can be fully understood without
reference to the tiay in which the whole itself operates.

1) 1.4 2) 2.7 3) 9.6 4) 43.8 5) 37.0 Unkn) 5.5

52. It is not possible to set boundaries for a political system
since so much within a society affects the political system
and so much within the political vstem affects the society
that it serves.

1) 1.4 2) 5.5 1) 17.8 4) 46.6 5) 23.3 Uiikn) 5.5



53. Community development is a social process by Waich human beings
can become more competent to live with and gain some control
over local aspects of a frustrating and cnanging world.

1) 1.4 2) 2.7 3) 0.0 4) 46.6 5) 45.2 Unkn) 4.1

54. Community development is a group method for expediting
personality growth which can occur when geographic neighbors
work together to serve their growing concept of the good of
all.

1) 0.0 2) 8.2 3) 6.8 4) 37.0 5) 43.8 Unkn) 4.1

55. Community is whatever sense of the local common good citizens
can be helped to achieve.

1) 1.4 2) 2.7 3) 5.5 4) 49.3 5) 37.1 Unkn) 4.1

56. Process refers to a nrogression of events that is planned by
the participants to serve goals they progressively choose.
The events point to changes in a group and in individuals that
can be termed growth in social sensitivity and competence.

1) 2.7 2) 0.0 3) 6.8 4) 52.1 5) 27.4 Unkn) 11.0

57. When a community development encourager begins to work with the
people in a locality, he initiates a process among these
people--or joins one already under way.

1) n.o 2) n.n 3) 1.4 4) 52.1 5) 39.7 Unkn) 6.8

58. The professional encourager may start the process, or join it,
he may keep it going through periods of crisis, he may have
some influence upon it, but as time goes on, it is less and
less his project.

1) 1.4 2) 5.8 3) 2.7 4) 34.2 5) 47.9 Unkn) 6.8

59. Each person is valuable, unique and capable of growth toward
greater social sensitivity and responsibility.

1) 0.1 2) 1.0 3) 1.4 4) 23.3 5) 5C.5 Unkn) 6.8

60. Each person has underdeveloped ability in initiative, origin-
ality and leadership. These qualities can be cultivated
and strengthened.

1) 0.t) 2) n.1 3) 2.7 4) 28.8 5) 61.6 Unkn) 6.8

61. These abilities tend to emerge and grow stronger when people
work together in small groups :het serve the common (community)
good.

1) 0.0 2) 0.0 3) 2.7 4) 24.7 5) 65.8 Unkn) 6.8
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62. There will always be conflict between persons and factions.
Properly handled, the conflicts can be used creatively.

1) 1.0 2) 0.0 3) 2.7 4) 42.5 5) 45.6 Unkn) 3.2

63. Agreement can be reached on specific next steps of improvement,
without destroying philosophic or religious differences.

1) 0.0 2) 1.4 3) 2.7 4) 41.1 5) 46.6 Unkn) 8.2

64. Although the people may express their differences freely, when
they become responsible they often choose to refrain in order
to further the interest of the whole group and of their idea
of community.

1) n.o 2) 11.0 3) 6.8 4) 45.2 5) 28.8 Unkn) 8.2

65. People will respond to an appeal to altruism as well as to an
appeal to selfishness.

1) 4.1 2) 6.8 3) 23.3 4) 42.5 5) 13.7 enkn) 9.6

66. A generous motivation may be used to form groups that serve
an inclusive welfare of ell people in a community.

1) 2.7 2) 0.3 3) 4.1 4) 58.9 5) 26.0 Unkn) 8.2

67. Groups are capable of growth toward self-direction when the
members assume responsibility for group growth and for an
inclusive local welfare.

1) 3.0 2) 0.0 3) 2.7 4) 47.9 5) 42.5 Unkn) 6.8

GC. Human beings and groups have both good and bad impulses.

1) 1.4 2) 0.0 3) 1.4 4) 43.8 5) 46.6 Unkn) 6.8

69. Under wise encouragement people can strengthen the better in
themselves and help others to do likewise.

1) 1.4 2) n.0 3) 0.0 4) 41.1 5) 51.7 Unkn) 6.8

70. When the people are free of coerciie pressures, and can then
examine a wide range of alternatives, they tend to choose the
ethically better and the intelligently wiser course of action.

1) 0.0 2) 5.5 3) 5.8 4) 42.5 5) 37.0 Unkn) 8.2

71. There is satisfaction in serving the common welfare, even as
in serving self-interest.

1) 1.4 2) 1.4 3) 1.4 4) 42.5 5) 45.2 Unkn) 8.2
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72. A concept of th.! common good can grow out of group experiences
that serve the welfare of all in some local area. This sense
of responsibility and belonging can ee strengthened even for
those to whom community is least meaningful.

1) 0.0 21 1.4 3) 1.4 4) 33.4 5) 49.3 Unkn) 9.6

73. Satisfaction and self-confidence gained from small accomplish-
.

ments can had to the contending with more and more difficult
problems in a proccss of continuing growth.

1) 0.0 2) 1.4 3) 2.7 4) 39.7 5) 46.6 Unkn) 9.6

74. The prominence of the community developer is likely to be
greater in the early stages, then taper off toward a termin-
ation date, but it may increase temporarily at any time.

1) 0.0 2) 1.0 3) 12.3 4) 38.4 5) 39.7 Unkn) 9.6

75. Statutory laws can sustain inequality as well as equality.

1) n.o 2) 2.7 3) 5.5 4) 35.5 5) 46.6 Unkn) 9.6

76. The economic condition of the urban poor today is similar to
the condition of the freedmen (former slaves) after
Reconstruction.

1) 1.4 2) 4.1 3) 3.2 4) 37.0 5) 38.4 Unkn) 11.0

77. One hundred years ago white southerners opposed the migration
of Blacks to the (forth and to cities; today northerners oppose
the migration of Blacks to their cities.

1) o.n 2) 1.4 3) 4.1 4) 42.5 5) 42.5 Unkn) 9.6

r. There is a similarity between the Jim Crow Novemant expressed
in schools and public facilities in the 1900's and its violence
toward Afro-Americans and the contemporary reaction of lower
middle class thites to Blacks in the citios.

1) 1.4 2) 0.1 3) 8.2 4) 45.2 5) 35.6 Unkn) 9.6

79. The Southern states adopted measures beginning in 1870 to
discourage the migration of freedmen to cities and 100 years
later northerners arl seeking ways to force Black Americans
out of cities.

1) 1.4 2) 5.8 3) 12.3 4) 35.6 5) 32.9 Unkn) 11.0

81. There is similarity between the attitude and action of law
enforcement officials after Reconstruction, who were sustained
by the white community, and the attitude of law enforcement
agencies today, sustained by the white community.

1) 1.4 2) 2.7 3) 6.3 4) 39.7 5) 39.7 Unkn) 9.6
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BEST COPY AV11LABLE

on It) . AIRE FI

Adult Basic Education. Responses to the questions related

to adult basic education indicated that participants showed a consistency

between their high level of concern for human worth, as indicated by

their responses to other questions in the opinionnaire and their

respect for their constituents in ABE programs. About nine-tenths

of the respondents (89.7%) thought that the dignity and status of ABE

programs are determined, in large measure, through the ways in which

they deal with potential student recruits (0-1). Nearly all (95.9%)

felt that ABE teachers must umierstand and respect differences between

groups in communities (Q-2). Although a slightly smaller majority

(03.6 %) thoug5t that the most competent teachers should be assigned

to teach the unmotivated students from disadvantaged backgrounds (09),

there was a great divergence of opinion about how disadvantaged persons

should he taught, since 64.4% thought they should be taught differ-

ently from other persons, and nearly a third (30.1%) disagreed (0-101.

'forth of the Individual and Freedom. (Q-11, 12, 59, 60)

There was nearly unanimous accord on questions concerning the necessity

for freedom, and the instrinsic worth of the individual. 95.3% agreed

that, "Freedom is the right to be treated as a person equal in promise

and dignity in every part of our national life" (0-11). A similar

percentage (91.8%) thought that each person is valuable, unique, and

capable of growth tevard greater social sensitivity and responsibility

(Q-59).

Income and Employment. Participant understanding of the income
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structure in the Unit States as measurli by the direction of their

opinions indicates a grase of fundamentals by the majority but a need

of many to put their wily-acquired information into a frame of

reference. For instance, three-fourths knew that the earnings gap

between skilled anti unskilled workers in the United States increased

between 1150 and 1960 (Q-37), and that there was a decline in unskilled

jobs during this period (Q-36). Eight out of ten knew that the

Keyserling family income classification of poverty, deprivation, and

comfort was less than $4,100, between $4,000 and S5,999, and $5,000

and over respectively (Q-42), but only a bare majority (58.94 knew

that the income gap between white and nonwhite male workers increased

from 1960 to 1952 (Q-35). Only 58.5% could htntify the most favorable

regions in the U.S. for Negroes in relation to whites in regard to

income (Q-411), but most (95.3%) agreed that the unemployment rate for

teenagers was five times as high as for other workers (Q-28). Most

(55.5%) agreed that the percentage of working wives was greatest

among the families classified as living in comfort (Q-38).

The Family. Understanding of American families ranged from

a low of only 25.1% tho agreed that the majority of children live in

middle or upper income families (Q-13), and that most families are

small (54.8%, Q-15), to the nine out of ten (90.4%) who agreed that

large families are more likely to be poor (Q-20), and the 91.8% who

agreed that families that were both large and nonwhite run double

risk of poverty (Q-21).

Although nine out of ten agreed that most families today have

two wage earners (Q -24), only eight out of ten agreed that nearly two-

thirds of nonwhite families headed by a woman are poor as are one-third

of white families headed by a woman (Q -22). In several discussion
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groups hell during the Institute it became clear that the concept of

economic discrinination against women in t'17 Hnited States tfas foreign

to the Oinking of many participants. Only when census materials and

studies of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission were examined

carefully was there acceptance of this reality.

That over one-third of the children live in large families (Q-16)

was agreed to by only seven out of ten participants, and that the

majority of nonwhite children are poor and the majority of poor

children are white (Q -19) was agreed to by eight out of ten.

The relation of health care to race, income, and region was

understood by nine out of ten participants (Q-23) who agreed that the

proportion of youth 15-24 who have never visited a dentist is related

to race, region, and income. And nine out of ten understood that the

frequency of doctor's visits is closely related to the education of

the family head (Q-32), but a slightly smaller proportion knew that

infant mortality was almost twice as high for nonwhites as for

whites (Q-31).

The Political System. One emphasis of the Institute was that

the participants understand tha political system of the U.S This was

deemed important for the enhancPment of their own knowledge, and it

was felt that they would, in turn, teach their classes about the

political system. Research indicates that many adults feel power-

less to control their oim lestinies, or even to have a significant

input into the actions of the forces which affect their lives.

Knowledge about the political systemhow it works and how it can be

changed -- should help to reduce the feelings of powerlessness manifested
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by many adults. To that end, knowledge about thn functions of the

political system were a part of the Institute.

64% of tho participants shared that they tinderstood the use of

"system" as a concept in analyzing politics, and felt the concept to

be valuable in analyzing government and politics in the U.S. 81% agred

that each patt of the larger political canvas does not stand alone,

but is related to each other part. 70% expressed the view that it -

is not possible to set boundaries for a political system since so

much within the society affects the political system, and at the same

time, so much within the political system affects the society it

serves. 9n% of the participants disagreed with the idea that political

life in the U.S. is so complex that ordinary citizens cannot under-

stand it They felt strongly, then, that common people can under-

stand the political system, and should be taught about it.

With respect to a definition of politics, 88% said that

politics is, "Who gets what, when, and how." 92% agreed with the

idea that the study of politics is concerned with understanding how

authoritative decisions arc made and executed for a society.

Participants displayed a great concern about the role of

interest groups in the political system. They felt that size and

unity determine the political effectiveness of an interest group.

81% felt that interest groups should seek political change through

peaceful action in common. 92% expressed the idea that people can better

understand the content of a given political question or issue if they

can determine the interots and associations of those who offer

proposed solutions. This indicated that participants understood that

decision-makers are affected by their own interests and associations,
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as by the content and rightness of the question or issue at hand. A

smaller proportion, 62%9 said that elected public officials are

more likely to consider the desires of interest groups than to follow

the dictates of conscience in making decisions and formulating policies.

This viewpoint supports the preceding one, but is, of course, a

stronger statement concerning the effect of interqst groups on elected

policy-makers.

A majority of the participants, 56.2%, agreed uith the idea

that the most important fact to consider in determining how the members

of a legislative body will vote on a given issue is to find out each

member's political party affiliation. This means, of course, that

these participants felt that many legislators vote along party lines.

However, 34.3% of the respondents disagreed with this idea. This

item showed the largest proportion of division of opinion in the

questions related to the political system.

Group Dynamics. The Institute included group dynamics as an

aspect of its focus based on the knowledge that a democratic society

gains strength from the effective functioning of the many groups within

it. Its most valuable resources are the groups of people found in its

communities, churches, schools, businesses, unions, et. al. However,

we now know that these smaller units must perform their functions well

if the larger system is to work smoothly. Further, group support

often needs to be mobilized to effect social change designed to enhance

the lives of workinn-class people. Thus, participants in the Institute

needed a knowledge of group dynamics.

Twelve questions in the opinionnaire sought responses to items



concerning group dynamics. 8r, of the respondents agreed that there

will always be conflict between persons and factions, but properly handled

the conflicts can be used creatively. 8C% felt that agreement can be

reached on specific next steps of improvement, without destroying

philosophic or religious differences. Only 4% of the respondents

disagreed with this idea.

84% of the respondents agreed that a generous motivation may

be used to form groups that serve an inclusive welfare of all people

in a community. However, participants were less uniform in their

belief that people will respond to an appeal to altruism as well as

an appeal to selfishness. On this point, while 56.2% agreed, 23%

were uncertain, 10.9% disagreed, and 9.5% did not answer the question.

This idea is related to the idea that human beings and groups have

both good and bad impulses, which respondents supported with 90%

agreement. Pessimism did not prevail, however, for 92% agreed that

under wise encouragement people can strengthen the better in them-

selves and help others to do likewise.

A graphic portrayal of some responses is interesting. For

example, there was majority agreement (74%) that although people

may express their differences freely, when those people become

responsible they often choose to refrain to disagree in order to

further the interest of the group and of their idea of community

(Q-64). The remaining respondents' reactions mere varied. For

instance, 87.7% of the respondents agreed that there is satisfaction

in serving the common welfare (Q -71), and 87.7% of the partiClants

agreed that group experiences can contribute to a concept of the

common good (Q-72). In addition, 79.5% thought that when people are
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free of coercive pressures and can examine a wide range of alternatives

they tend to choose the ethically better and the intelligently wiser

course of action (Q-70).

90% of the group agreed that groups are capable of growth toward

self-direction when the members assume responsibility for group growth

and for an inclusive local welfare (Q -67).

Concluding the section on group dynamics, 86.3% felt that

satisfaction and self-confidence gained from small accomplishments can

lead to the contending with more and more difficult problems in a process

of continuing growth (Q-73). The strength of affirmative responses in

this section indicates that progress was made in the Institute in

explaining the nature of the forces at work within a group, and that

participants accepted the philosopty that there is practical value in

understanding and utilizing group dynamics to achieve social goals.

Community Development. In addition to providing knowledge about

educational, social, and political questions in the U.S., the Institute

sought to provide information which would contribute to the solution of

day-to-day problems faced by adults. Inner-city adults, usually members

of minority groups, often poor, face problems which they individually

are not able to solve. The Institute recommended a Community Development

approach to coping with these human problems. Community Development

was defined as "a social process by which human beings can become more

competent to live with and gain some control of local aspects of a

frustrating and changing world. The process is a progression of events

that is planned by participants to serve goals they have progressively

chosen. Development means social and personal change that moves toward
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consciously chosen noalc. The choosing is done by the people who are

in process of chalcie."

Nine items of the opinionniare sought to determine whether or

not Institute members had learned the Community Development approach,

and whether or not they accepted it as a viable tool for their own use

in their communities. Responses indicated that participants did learn

this method, and accepted it as appropriate and useful. They realized

that they, as profesiional encouragers, may start the process of

community development but they must encourage maximum participation from

community members, teach persons the knowledge anl skills they themselves

possess, and be prepared to step aside from the leadership role when

community persons are able and willing to assume this role for them-

selves.

91.8% of the participants agreed with the concept that

community development is a social process (Q-53). 80% agreed that

community development can expedite personality growth when geographic

neighbors work together for the good of all (0-54).

80% agree that community is whaLever sense of the local common

good citizens can be helped to achieve (Q-55), and 79.5% agreed that

process is a progression of events planned by the participants to serve

goals they progressively choose (Q -56). Even more Institute members ..',

agreed that a concept of the common good can grow out of group exper-

iences that serve the welfare of all in sofle local area (0-72). This

sense of responsibility and belonging can be strengthened even for those

to whom community is least meaningful. Further, 86.3% agreed that

satisfaction and self-confidence gained from small accomplishments on
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the community level can lead to increased willingness to contend with

more difficult problems in a process of continuing community growth (Q-73).

Regarding the role of community developer, or professional

encourager, participants in the Adult Basic Education Institute over-

whelmingly expressed the idea that there is a need for such persons

today in inner-cities. 92% felt this way. 82% believed that the

professional encourager may start the community development process,

or join it. He may keep it going through periods of crisis; he may

have some influence upon it; but as time goes on, it is less and less

his project (Q -57). Finally, 73.1% agreed that the prominence of the

community developer is likely to be greater in the early stages, then

taper off toward a termination date, but prominence may increase

temporarily at any tire (Q -74).

The notion of positive action to support community development

is pervasive throughout. Local communities can ill afford to drift,

if human problems are to be solved at this point in time.

Historical Continuities. A number of questions were con-

cerned with the relationship between the contemporary social and

economic situation and conditions in the nation's past.

A relatively his0 proportion of the participants understood

that the history of race relations in the United States from Reconstruc-

tion to the Present has been characterized, in part, by hostility,

violence, and subversion of laws designed to promote equality. Eight

out of ten (85.n%) agreed that 100 years ago southerners opposed the

migration of Blacks to the orth, and today northerners oppose the

migration of flacks to their cities (0-77). About eight in ten (80.8%)
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saw the similarity between the Jim Crow i:ovement in the 1901's with its

attendant violence and the contemporary reaction of lower middle class

whites to Blacks in the cities (Q -78). About eight in ten agreed there

is a similarity between the attitude of law enforcement officials after

Reconstruction, who were sustained by the white community, and the

attitude of law enforcement agencies today, sustained by the white

community (Q-30).

However, only about three-fourths (75.4%) understood Oat the

economic situation of Vle urban poor today is similar to the condition

of the freedmen after Reconstruction (Q-76). An even smaller

percentage, 68.5Z, agreed that as in 1870 when Southern states adopted

measures restricting Blacks from migrating from the South, today

northerners are seeking ways to force Blacks out of the cities (Q -79).

This data seems to indicate that the study of Negro history by

many participants was probably done with an emphasis nn chronology,

which neglected the relationship between past and present. It is

especially important that teachers of adults learn to see these

relations in studying the social problems which confront this nation,

for adult students need ready help in locating answers to questions

they raise about their world.
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Staff Development Workshop for Teachers of Adults in the District
of Columbia Public Schools, conducted in cooperation with the

Graduate Program in
Adult and Continuing Education
School of Education
Howard University
november 21, 1971

PLACE: Biolo9y Greenhouse Auditorium, College and Fourth Streets, N.W.
TIME: 9:00 A.M. to 1:01 P.M.

Dr. Elmonia W. Davidson, Professor of Education,
Chairman, Graduate Programs in Adult and Con-
tinuing Education, Howard University, prosiding

WELC04: Dr. Howard Cameron, Acting Dean, School of
Education, Howard University

GREETINGS: ;:rs. Marguerite Selden, Assistant Superintendent,
Dept. of Summer Schools, Continuing Education and
Urban Service Corps

WORKSHOP
OBJECTIVES: Nr. John R. Rosser, Acting Director, Adult and

Continuing :ducation PI Summer Schools, D.C.
Public Schools

1M OVERVIEW OF
THE ABE INSTITUTE FOR TEACHERS OF URBAN ADULT POPULATIONS AT HOWARD
UNIVERSITY: Dr. Edmonia W. Davidson, Director, ABE Institute

DEMONSTRATIONS OF ROW THE INSTITUTE EXPERIENCE HAS BEEN UTILIZED IN
ABE CLASSES: Mr. Nevers L. Jefferson, Hathematics Teacher,

Evening, Program, ARE Demonstration Center

Miss Sarah L. ninor, Mathematics Teacher, Work
Incentive (WIN) Program

Ors. Leola R. Wesson, Teacher Aide-TJtor in
::athematics, Blair Adult School

A REPORT OF THE
GEORGIA:

Nrs. :iadeline Stanmore, ABE Staff Development
Teacher, American University

ABE INSTITUTE, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, AT TEAS,
Or. Harriel Williams, Chief, Education Unit,
Work Incentive N11 Program

TEACHING
WO 1E4 DETAINEES: firs. Josephine Peace, ABE Teacher, Women's

Detention Center
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PANEL: TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECO1D LANGUAGE:
ii-s. Terri Griffin Ar. Thomas Jones, Mrs.
April A. Burriss, (CHAIRIAR) Niss Hilda
rorena, nirector English Programs for Latin
Americans

COFFEE BREAK:

THE OIC
PROGRAM: Mrs. Alexis Roberson, Curriculum Specialist

Opportunities Industrialization Center

PANEL: PROJECT CONOUNITY ADULT LEARNING LABORATORY (CALL):
Ctrs. Theresa Leslie, 3rs. ;fatty Hawkins, Or.
Haywood Walker, Mr. Jonathan Owens,
Mrs. Leola Wesson, (CHAIRMAN) Mrs. Alameda
Hansborough, Assistant Director, Adult Basic
Education, D.C. Public Schools

AN INNER CITY CHURCH BECCIES INVOLVED IN HOUSING:
Rev. John R. Little, ABE Counselor, Pastor
Deliverance Curch of God in Christ

REMARKS: 1r. John Rosser

Community development makes available to people the experiences

that create the social skills needed to deal with each other, with

neighbors, with experts, with the powers that be; it is a social

process by which human beings can become more competent to live and

gain some control over local aspects of a frustrating and changing

world.
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SELECTEn PROGRAM REPORTS PRESENTED IN THE*

Staff Development Workshop for Teachers of Adults in the District
of Columbia Public Schools, conductee in cooperation with the

Graduate Program in
Adult and Continuing Education
School of Elucation
Howard University
November 20, 1971

PLACE: Biology Greenhouse Auditorium, College and Fourth Streets, Ni. H.
TINE: 9:(111 A.M. to 1:OO P.M.

DEIONSTRATIONS OF HOW TNE INSTITUTE EXPERIENCE HAS BEEN UTILIZED IN
ABE CLASSES: Mr. Nevers L. Jefferson, Mathematics Teacher,

Evening Program, ABE Demonstration Center

Hrs. Leola R. 'lesson, Teacher Aide-Tutor in
Mathematics, Blair Adult School

Mrs. Madeline Stanmore, ABE Staff Development
Teacher, American University

TEACHING
WOflEN DETAINEES: Mrs. Josephine et:ace, ABE Teacher, Women's

Detention Center

AN INNER CITY CHURCH BECOMES INVOLVED IN HOUSIMG:
Rev. John R. Little, ABE Counselor, Pastor
Deliverance Church of God in Christ

Community development makes available to people the experiences

that create the social skills needed to deal with each other, with

neighbors, with experts, with the powers that be; it is a social

process by which human beings can become more competent to live and

gain control over their lives.

This is a followup activity of the Adult Basic Education
Institute fur Teachers and Teaeler-Trainers of Urban Adult Populations,
July 25 - August 6. 1971taL Howard University.
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Mr. Nevers L. Jettcrscn, Mathcmatics Teacher
Evening Pro rani, ABE Caconstration Center

Statistical information from the U. S. Bureau of the Census

can be used in a variety of ways to challenge and motivate the ABE

learner. The statistics represent "live" figures; figures that

are not as abstract as some of the problems found in textbooks.

I have found that ABE learners have difficulty in reading and

interpreting graphs. Part of the problem lies in the fact that they

have no understanding of how graphs are constructed. Recognizing this,

I proceeded to give oral instructions in graph construction and inter-

pretation. The source of my information was the U. S. Census. The

attached graph was part of a test that was given as a culminating

exercise. Emphasis on a graph or chart is jimtified since this

question is usually on each G.E.D. examination.

Even though I used only one table from my city and county

background form, other tables can be used as well. They can be used

in word problems, percentages, decimal fractions, whole numbers and

many more. I have attached a few of the word problems to illustrate

this.



INCOft IN 1959 OF FA`IILIES AND UIRELATED
VIDIVIDUALS, BY CPLOR FOR THE DISTRICT

OF COLUIIIA: 19G1

TOTAL IIMEY INCOME

FAI1ILIES

TOTAL

UTIDER $1,000

$1,000 to 11,999

$2,000 to $2.999

$3,000 to $3,999

$4,noo to $4,999

$5,000 to 5,999

$5,000 to $6,999

$7,)00 to $7,999

1:3,nrirt to 1;8,499

$99000 to $9,999

$10,000 to $14,999

115,000 to $24,999

$25,000 AND OVER

INCCCiF

TOTAL !MITE W)MIHITE T TAL !'BITE NONWHITE

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION

173,695 82,537 91,058 100.0 1n0.0 100.0

6,905 1,907 4,998 4.0 2.3 5.5

9,372 2 .ra 4 5,593 5.4 3.2 7.4

13,330 3,877 9,923 7.9 4.7 10.9

18,477 5,233 13,247 10.5 6.3 14.5

20,771 7,441 13,330 12.0 9.11 14.6

17,654 7,907 9,747 10.2 9.6 10.7

15,119 7,535 7,564 98.7 9.2 8.3

12,750 6,779 5,971 7.3 8.2 6.6

11,605 5,841 5,724 6.7 7.1 6.3

9,581 5,238 4,342 5.5 6.3 4.8

e3,773 15,791 7,982 13.7 19.1 B.R

9,842 3,445 1,396 5.7 10.2 1ir;

4,017 3,876 141 2.3 4.7 0.2

$5,993 $7,692 $4,310
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Directions: Cumult the grdph above and writos amt./ars to the tull.ft04,10

questions.

1. How many families had under $1,000 income in 1959?

Of this total, how many were white? Nonwhite?

2. How many nonwhite families had $25,000 and over?

3. At what point did the white and nonwhite families have the

same amount of money? How many people does this represent?

4. Within what income group do you have the greatest number of

whites? Nonwhites?

5. If the median income for all families is $5,993, how many white

and nonwhites made less than the median?
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W0.1 PROBLEMS

1. Last year 25% of all the people in this country attended some kind

of school. Using 200,000,000 as the population, how many people

attended school?

2. Of every 1,000 adults in this country, 2.3Z are college graduates.

How many of every thousand adults arc collago graduates?

3. The last federal census shows that the town of :Allus has decraaced

1CV, in population. If the previous census Rpm. was 2, 'V what

is th-: figur..2 now?.

4. The last federal census shows that the Nation's fastest-growing major

city has increased 90% from its previous population of 256,000.

What is the new population figure?

5. The census for a year ago showed that Podunk had a population of

1,f40; this year's census shows an increase of 12 1/2%. What

is the population figure for this year?

APPROXIMATING NUMBERS

1. The 1960 census figure for New York City was 7,781,984. In round

numbers, this is how many millions?

2. An estimate of the world population is 3,784,763,249. This

figure is about how many billions?

3. The population of Philadelphia is 3,671,040. In round numbers,

this is about how many millions?
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Project in Arithmetic

Nrs. Leola Wesson

Blair Adult Education Center
Washington, D.C.

I have developed a lesson in arithmetic from the study of

our census trac's that we studied this summer, 1971, under the dynamic

leadership of Dr. Edmonia W. Davidson. We looked at the census

tract information for the tract in which our school is located.

I have chosen the number 5458 and developed a lesson in:

1. Place value

2. Expanded form

3. The four computations

4. Percents

I. Place Value `The value of each digit)

en
'V en
C
RI E411

0 C C S= = CD C041 .0 4'

5 4 5 8

II. Expanded Form

5001 + + 5i + 8
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III. Computations (Includinn Problem Solving)

A. ,lultiplication:

8 x 1 m 8

5 x 10 m 5f)

4 x 190 = 400

5 x 1000 = 5001

5458

B. Subtraction:

The number, of persons with 4 years or more of college is 192.

The number with four years of high school is 845. Find the Difference.

8 4 5
-1 {'2
-677

Expanded Subtraction

711 14n

07 0 +5
-100 - 10 - 2

5n + 3 = 653

IV. Percents

Find the percent of college graduates to high school graduates.

192 * 845 = 192 x 1n1 = 22 122 % Rounded off to 23%
T9-5 845



01 A DEMONSTRATION OF HOW CENSUS :AIR MAY BE
USED IM AM ABE READING CLASS -- COM-

TMITY 0EeELOVENT APPROACH

Mrs. -adeline Stanmore

ARE STAFF DEVELOPMENT TEACHER, KIERICAN UNIVERSITY

This is a demonstration of how community-related materials, such

as census data, may be used in an adult basic education reading class.

Each student is examining the census tract where he lives and is ob-

taining an abundance of valuable, rich material about the area in which

he and his family live and also about how others live in relation to him.

For example:

Teacher: What are some of the aspects of the census material that

we are concerned with, class? Mrs. Shelton? (She

reads from a poster listing these aspects.)

Student: Education Unemployment

Housing Unpaid workers

Jobs Self-employed workers

Income Private wage and salary workers

Employment Government workers

Teacher: More specifically, Mr. Taylor, can you tell us something about

the census tract in which you live? Tract 45 which is in the

Dunbar-Armstrong area?

Student: Looking at my census tract, I find that:

The population of the community is young. More than one-

fourth of the population is under twenty years of age.

1,604 arc enrolled in public schools, and of these 284 are

enrolled in high school.



Teacher:

Student:

Teacher:

Student:

The median income for nonwhite families is $3,145. Th

median income for all families in this census tract is

is $3,872. There are only 58 white people living in

the tract.

1.363 males are employed. 4 are professional, technical,

kindred workers; 20 managers, officials, and proprietors;

12 sales workers; 133 craftsmen, foremen, and kindred workers;

329 operatives and kindred workers; 8 private household workers;

233 laborers, except mine; and 95 clerical and kindred workers.

7,037 females are employed. 313 of them are private house-

hold workers and 319 are service vorkers.

70.8% of the people work in the District of Columbia. The

median level of education of persons over 24 years in age

is 8.6 years.

51% live in sound housing. 98.8% live in old houses.

There are an average of 3.6 people in each household.

29.2% live in crowded houses. The median home value is

$11,1nn.

The median gross rent is 4;85.

Mr. Taylor, why aro you eying that the community is young?

Because there are 6,789 persons living in the tract, and

1,848 of the people are between the ages of six and twenty

years old.

Are you saying by your statement that 1,604 are enrolled in

nly 214 people between 6 and 20 years old

That is what the figures say.
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T :cher: Another qu:rti371, Oat do we mean when we say that Lhe Nedian age

1.1 in le c n-lis tract is 25.5 years, and the median

age of the females is 27.1 years?

Student: The median means that one-half of the males is over 25 years

and 5 months old and the other hal is under 25 years and 5

months old. The same is true for the females, but their median

age is higher. The females have a median age of 27.1 years which

means that one-half of the females is over 27.1 years and the

other half is under 27.1 years.

Teacher: How many people are over 65 years old?

Student: There are 417 persons over 65 years and over. This is less

than one out of seventeen people, so there are not many old

people in the community.

Teacher: What has someone else discovered about his census tract?

Who lives in tract #1? Nrs. Matthew? :lay we hear from you

about education? What were the median school years com-

pleted in census tract #1 in 1960?

Student. The census shows that the median school years completed

were 14.9 years in census tract #1. Half of the people have

attended school less than 3 years of college, and the other

half of the people have attended college for 3 years or more.



Stanmore continues.)

This information is also related to the larger community in

which the census tracts are located. For example, for the District

of Columbia the following information was obtained about the educa-

tional level of the population from the 1960 Census:

The median school years completed by all persons in the

District of Columbia aged twenty-five years and over was 11.7

years in 1960. The level of educational achievement of the

District of Columbia was higher than that of the nation as a

whole where the median school years completed was 10.6 years.

Further, the Census reported that the median school years

completed by whites was 12.4 years, which means that half of

the whites had attended college. The median school years

completed by nonwhites was 9.8 years, which means that only

half of the nonwhites had achieved more than a ninth grade

education. In more detail, the median school years for thp

white males was 12.5 years; for the nowshito mole, 9.4 years;

for the white female, 12.4 years; and for the nonwhite female,

10.2 years. It is significant to note that the number of

persons twenty -five years and over was 460,797. Of this number

238,706 were white and 222,091 were nonwhite. These nonwhites

has a level of achievement lower than the national median

school years completed.

We go further by looking at the census data for the nation as a whole.
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For example:

Teacher: What can you say. Mr. Jernagin, on a national basis about

the incomes for the whole nation for 1960?

Student: The 1960 Census showed that there were 45 million families in

the United States and their incomes in the previous year

totaled nearly $300 billion.

If this total had been equally divided, each family would

have had an income of $6,000. About 40 percent of the

families received more than that amount.

Teacher: Mr. Brooks, what are the ranges of family income for all

families in your census tract #26? What is the median

income for tract '26?

Student: The median income for census tract #26 is $11,384. Twenty-

five people had wider $1,000, but 250 families who had

$25,000 and over. All of the figures are:

Under $1,000 25

$1,0n0 to $1,999 27

$2,000 to $2,999 24

$3,000 to $3,999 57

$4,000 to $4,999 68

$5,000 to $3,999 39

$6,000 to $6,999 70

$7,000 to $7,999 124

$8,000 to $8,999 68

$9,000 to $9,999 68

$10,000 to $14,999 316

$15,000 to $24,999 179

$25,000 and Over 250
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Teacher: Let us look at some other facts, class. Mr. Anderson,

what do we know about government workers, for example?

Student: In my tract #1 there are 1,311 government workers. The

total number of people employed is 3,486. 273 of these

people are self-employed. 1,898 are private wage and

salary workers.

Teacher: What are some of the occupations held?

Student: There are professional and technical 4orkers, managers,

clerical workers, sales workers, craftsmen, foreown,

operatives, private household workers, service workers,

and laborers.

Teacher: What kinds of housing have we found? Mrs. Perkins?

Student: In tract #1 there are 2,932 housing units.

891 are occupied by owners. 1,894 are rented. 32 are

for sale, and 50 are for rent.

2,812 are sound in structure and have all plumbing needed,

a bath, and a kitchen sink with hot and cold running water.

10 are dilapidated.

Teacher: tars. Stemley, would you like to add to this?

Student: In tract #26, there is only one person in 156 units occupied.

In 82 units six or more persons live. The me4ion Wilber

are:

of persons in a unit is 2.5.

The figures for the persons

Persons at room

per room

0.50 or less 658

0.51 to 0.75 182

0.76 to 1.01 48

1.01 or more 9
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(Ors. Stanmore continues.)

The students are also a;ile to chart the data they obtain for

reference.

Teacher: What are some of these charts, Mrs. Johnson? Tell us, please

about the charts that you have been working on.

Student: have completed two charts. One chart is concerned with the

:ncom of white and nonwhite families in the District of

:olumbia in 1959, and the other chart is about the major

,ccupation groups of employed persons by color and sex in

:he District of Columbia in 1960.

: am trying to complete a third chart on the highest years of

school completed by adults 25 years old and over by sex and

:olor in the District of Columbia in 1950.

(Mrs. Stature continues.)

Rdding presents two basic problems for every reader:

1) The reader must learn the mechanics of reading.

2) The reader must find enjoyment in reading.

These proteins, however, are emphasized when an adult is learning how

to read. ,n adult learns the mechanics of reading best when he has

practice using then in a meaningful way. In this lesson the student

learns to vad and spell, for example, such words as: (MT's. Mitchell,

a student ads them from a chart.)

year grade

person occupation

age

over

under

total

worker

clerical
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lnvel sales der'.

nnrnute profec.Fional

number pnpulittion

_440

Ae:er
school nationel

median census

characteristic

nonwhite male
female

Secondly, tale adult wants to knolv what is going on no!: and hot'

this affects Mn and his family. 'a .'ants to knoll how he can learn

to be more self-sufficient, and participate:, for example, as a more

active citizcn through votinn. Ki seeks to have his curosity aroused

about things concerning his 4elfare. The adult education teacher,

thus, must have a tool to use to guide this kind of curiosity.

(The class moves off stage.)

The strnnqth of adult education is found in the underlying philosopny

that alult education bvil a tetter lifu, net mucation is the art

of the application of %nowledge. The popular notion tiat adult basic

education is only for improvinT one literacy skills of the disadvantaged

for 'Jotter reprnsents only one ohasc of adult. sassic educa-

tion. All %ills of learning experiences must br incline" in alult tasic

education. Adult basic a'ucntion :nay 5! defined sirply as any meaning-

ful learning situation ,elich helps prepare a person to core lith life's

problems. It must provide learninn experiences that are realistic to

the goals of the participants.

Special interest nrours &ia v~ 1;zen organized in Oc class to

aid in the students' understanding of their communities and the larger
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city through t)eir exa:.inatir:n of :'v census ;Jta. Eac4 student has

; "lected his o-n soeci 1 interest f2roup :as:ra on hie personal interest.

At intervals th., finJings of the; i: 7rou:s are p.es...nt-t to the u!inle

class. The four intmst croups TM', active it the class are

1. Co-munity "Zenetral

?. The Status of nature tbm.a an.1 the Status of slack llomen

3. 1":1 ianpooer lovelopmunt Treining Act

4. P. Workable :ormulity Plan

Suoplewental ':orkbooks ray us41 vitt. this approae, to reading.

Elmonia W. :avidsn, Chairman of f'.re.':uate Programs ill ,'Ilt ane

Cnntinuing Education at vhard 'Inivzrsity, has provi..!:!d broad 3.:-

laction of t%ecft materials .1:1 the Curriculun Laboratory at !iciarl

University. In particular tire or:: The -onv You Spell, qinhts and

Duties of Citizens. Jobs. You On pc de, I_ !:ant a Job, The

Fri-ndg You *.ee and Tha FEoilL Vr To

This class, nus. nhasi7.!s comunity durlectnt apProdch.

This approach involves ne adult learner in rclation to hof !1:.; lives,

where hl lives, ,4herc :corks, %inffs of joss are available to

him, his segooling.-his social anr' pivsical onvironmeii. This e:Niron-

ment is called his life spa life mace, as define, ty iavighurst

oho forrulatei the concept, has Clr2e c :racteristics:

1. the physical space in t:hich the learner lives and functions

7.. all of tie otjects in that space including the buildings,

strints, nae,..s, and tre.--s

3. all of t.e beople spice

T!is dcronstra!sion has leen lesiln. this f.,*ar e-tnrL:. rttin community

development aporoact, serves as a st-on7 bas:: frir adult basic eucation.
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r* ;rs. 'line S. Peace, ASE Teacher

cb0 Women's Detnntion Center

I have been an ABE teacher it the Women's 0.1tention Center

since April of this year. I would like to give a little background

information about the kind of students with whom I work.

ty students are women between the ages of 21 and 46 who are

serving sentences of between 1 days and one year, some with longer

sentences who are awaiting transfer to federal prisons, women who

are awaiting trial who may or may not remain in the institution

following the disposition of their cases, and those who may be

transferred to other classes or to another facility, such as the

halfWay house. Anytime an inmate expresses a desire to .nrn11 in

classes, she is processed by the educational specialist and assigned

to classes on the basis of interest and need. As you can see, MY

enrollment is constantly changing.

At the tern's Detention Center, there are educational and

psychological programs available to all inmates who wish to partici-

pate. The educational programs include classes designed to prepare

the women for the G.E.D., seminars on the law, food and budgeting,

feminine hygiene, cultural enrichment and there is a course in

typing. All of these programs focus on helping the individual re-

adjust her life pattern.



I am in charnc of tho tVliPlcrs in thz: proeram.

Students in need of a refresher course in the basic skills in

English and ;lath are assismed to my class. After satisfactory

completion of this course, the students are transferred to the

advanced English and :eth classes.

In order to meet the needs of my students I make my pro-

gram as practical and realistic as possible. High on my list

is Cunsumer Educaticn. I feel that at the same time a student is

learning the skills necessary for getting a better job, she

should also learn how to spend her money wisely. I also stress

"Learning to Speak Correctly." For practice we use the tape

recorder to tane discussions, reports, job interviews, intro-

ductions, etc. These are played back for corrections and/or

improvements. Role-playing is also used to accomplish this goal.

One project which, I think, turned out rather well, was

one on Decorating. One of my students became very much interested

in building a brick home in the country when she gets out of prison.

We ended up with a course in "Planning and Decorating A Home."

We searched through magazines and newspapers for house

designs and floor plans. I was able to secure some booklets

from a %cal store's furniture department entitled "Decorating

Made Easy." This booklet showed students how to consider the

relationship of all of the decorative elements as a whole when
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dinorating your home. e -1,7arned about such thiGgs as color

schemes, floor plans, furniture styles, traffic patterns and

treatment of floors, among others.

For English - we had materials for teaching the parts of speech,

writing and reading reports, vocabulary building and

spelling.

For !lath - we learned about measurements and measuring, problem-

solving using whole numbers, fractions, decimals and

percentages.

The basic skills when taken from this project became more

functional because of the relationship to a real life situation.

Our ultimate aim at the Women's Detention Center is to

prepare these women to cope with the outside world as a worker, as

a consumer, as a parent, and overall, as a productive member of

society. We also hope that we will inspire them to continue in

some educational program after they leave the institution.

5b.
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An Inner City Church Becomes Involved
in Housing

Rev. John R. Little, ABE Counselor
Pastor, Deliverance Church of God in Christ

The Deliverance Church of God in Christ has been involved in

the Adult Education Program that is directly related to the efforts to

improve the housing situation in the District of Columbia. The church

has organized a liming Corporation and has been a non-profit sponsor

for the new construction of 54 Garden-type Apartments on 7th Street,

%.U. etween P and Q Streets.

These apartments are designed primarily for low income families.

The general characteristics of low income families is the large number

of the meters of the family and their mobility for one reason or the

other. Previous projects of this low inc e status has been beset

with many problems, namely, arising from a lack of sensitivity to the

socioeducation factor which should be included In the planning for

Iv income housing. Previous low income housing, recently new, now

in only a few years Moks as t%og. it were ancient. They have been

the targets of negligence, the butt of vandalism and a general don't

care attitude. It would seem that many people .in the low income

housing have very little appreciation for property.

It is true that the general attitude or laxity regarding

property is due to many of the sociological and economic determiners

of the day. However, it is not enough to recognize attitudes but

something must take place to change the attitudes. It is at this

point that the Church as a non-profit sponsor must make an impact.
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The Church must initiate and imnlememt a program designed

to improve attitudes toward property. This task is a commitment that

the Church has made to the Federal Housing Authorities to conduct

such a program. A successful educational program of this nature would

be beneficial to all concerned parties.

The Church decided to begin an educational program with the

adults in spite of the fact that most vandalism and wanton destruction

is committed by younger groups. However, the Church feels that the

adults although they do not openly condone such behavior, yet by

keeping silent and doing nothing become a license for the continual

destruction by the younger group. The Adul, Education Program is to

create an awareness of property and to generate the proper attitudes

in the adults who will pass it on tc their offspring. The church

initially has begun a screening process to decide who the 54 tenants

will be. The housing authority and community groups can make re-

commendations and certain priorities which will establish the law

but the final decision is left to the Church Board. The church is

insisting that these persons who are selected will attend adult

education sessions to accomplish namely two things: (1) to organize

a tenant's control group and to draw up the rules, policits and

penalties for the infraction of the rules. The sessions are built

around a discussion of the reasons why other low income projects

have failed and recommendations will be made to decrease the possi-

bility of these situations recurring in this project.



The Church which is operating on a non-profit basis will

share with the intended tenants the information regarding the finan-

cial operation, cost and maintenance. This will cause them to

understand that if the project can be maintained with a minimum of

cost for upkeep the tenant will continue to have the beneits of low

rents. The sessions are not only held when the tenants move in but

will continue on a regular basis. Various consumer information

groups and other community agencies will be invited to make infor-

mation available to help in their daily lives.

It is the intention of the church to make this an indigenous

operation that will build its own impetus for continuation.
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EVALUATION
of

Staff Development Workshop for Teachers of Adults
in the District of Columbia Public Schools

4ovember 20, 1971

Dr. Faustine C. Jones

Participants:

Approximately 250 teachers of adults participated in this staff devel-

opment workshop, which was conducted in cooperation with the Graduate Pro-

gram in Adult and Continuing Education, School of Education, Howard Univer-

sity, Washington, D.C. These persons teach or administer in several types

of adult education programs, e.g., the Adult Basic Education program of the

D.C. Public School System, the UIR program, programs sponsored by the anti-

poverty agency of the District of Columbia, adult evening school programs,

and adult secondary school programs. Some of the 250 participants had been

enrolled in an institute in Adult 'asic Education last summer at Howard

University; the November 2t) workshop was a follow-up reinforcement activity

for them.

Purposes:

1. To determine the extent and effectiveness of the use of information

and materials presented to participants of the Adult Basic Education Insti-

tute conducted at Howard University July 26 - August 6, 1971.

2. To expose additional teachers of adults to the techniques and skills

acquired by the participants in the Institute by utilizing demonstrations

of effective methodology and content.

3. To have persons who participated in similar institutes in other

regions of the country share their experiences with persons engaged in the

teaching of adults in the District of Columbia.

61)
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Planning and Organization:

The four-hour workshop was m11-planned and highly organized in or-

der to give the participants maximum information during the alloted time

period. Dr. Edmonia W. Davidson, Director of the Workshop, had prepared

packets of resource materials which the participants received as they

entered the auditorium. There was a wealth of information contained in

these packets.

A. Preliminries. Participants were welcomed by Dr. Howard Cameron,

Acting Dean of the School of Education at Howard University. Appropriate

greetings, as well as thanks to teachers for coming to a Saturday wail -

shop, were extended by Mrs. Marguerite Selden, Assistant Superintendent

of the D.C. Public Schools. Workshop objectives were outlined clearly

by hr. John R. Rosser, Acting Director, Adult and Continuing Education,

D.C. Public Schools. His remarks were succinct, and made participants

aware of their purpose for attending. Following flr. Rosser's presen-

tation, Dr. Edmonia W. Davidson, Director of the Workshop, and Director

of Graduate Programs in Adult and Continuing Education at Howard Univer-

sity, gave an overview of the ABE Institute for Teachers of Urban Adult

Populations which had been held at Ho.ard University last summer. Her

review served as a refresher for teachers who had been in attendance in

the institute; for other teachers it provided appropriate background

for the November 20 staff development experience.

B. Presentations. A central feature of the workshop consisted of

demonstrations from participants in the Howard Institute of how that

experience has been transferred to, and utilized in, adult education

classes with they teach. Simulations of class sessions demonstrated

how arithmetic material using census data can be used in classrooms with

adult learners to attack problems specifically related to their communities.



The census data was employed also in a reading lesson, providing evidence

that teachers of adults can make their own lessons without having expen-

sive materials on hen% The quality of delivery and presentation was very

good in these demonstrations, which also were without question relevant

to teachers of urban adults. The audience showed much interest in the de-

monstrations and in the census materials being utilized.

Harriel Williams, who had att:nded an ABE Institute last summer

at the University of Georgia, reported on the experience. There, emphasis

was placed on educatin; disadvantaged whites in urban areas. Many of

these whites have come from Appalachia to cities, seeking opportunity. They

lack skills, education, habits and attitudes necessary to cope vith ur-

ban living and are often regarded with disdain by landlords, judges, em-

ployers, and neighbors. Disadvantaged whites need the services of well-

prepared adult educators, just as do disadvantaged people of color. ;1k..

Williams shared literature from his institute with this group.

Mrs. Josephine Peace added another dimension to tne workshop as she

talked about the needs of a very different segment of the adult population,

women in prison. Mrs. Peace explained that her instruction to the women

detainees was as practical and relevant to their individual needs as pos-

sible. The women learn to decorate a home, for example, which involves

studying floor plans, traffic patterns, color schemes, furniture styles,

etc. All subjects are worked into the lessons, as using arithmetic to

measure Iindows for shades and draperies.

Teachers who attAded Institutes for Teachers of English as a Sec-1

and Language reported on their experiences. Their summer workshop was

held in New York. Content of their presentation included differences
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in teaching Asian adults and Spanish-speaking adults. The audience was

made conscious that tie value systems of these minority groups must be

understood and accepted by their teachers if effective teaching is to

occur with them. Also, the differences in their language structure and

intonation must be taken into account by their teachers, who usually

differ from the minority groups in ethnic and language backgrounds.

A panel explained Project CALL (Community Adult Laming Labor-

atory) to the group. Theirs is a completely individualized approach

to learning which provides students with alternatives to solve their

problems, and with the consequences of those alternatives. Project

Call works to assist students to become independent and to solve their

problems.

Hrs. Alsxis Roberson of OIC (Opportunities Industrilization Center)

explained the features of the job-training and job-placement program,

which has become national in scope. The audience showed appreciation of

the Arm0air Education program which Eves into homes, offers training in

the living rooms of disadvantaged people. OIC works also to motivate

people and neighborhoods to do something to help themselves.

The final presentation by Reverend John R. Little, let the audience

kno hol:, an inner city church has become involved in housing. The chrch

works to help people acquire their own homes, to help these paople deve-

lop attitudes conducive to the maintenance of that property, and to en-

courage community participation in decisions that affect them.

Speakers were well-prepared. Mere was high quality in their

content, delivery and presentation. Each topic "as important, and had

relevance for teachers of adults in the District of Columbia. Very differ-

ent segments of the adult population were discussed, and materials in the
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packet buttressed and supplemented the verbal presentations. The four-

hour period was utilized to the fullest extent with varied presentation!,

all of which were quite meaningful.

Workshop participants were asked to fill out an evaluation form,

assessing their eAperiences of this day and offering suggestions for fu-

ture workshops.

Outcomes:

1. There is no question that staff development did, in fact occur.

These teachers of adults were exposed to new ideas, methods, and materials.

2. Purposes of the workshop were met. Last summer's Institute par-

ticipants demonstrated that they are utilizing what they learned there in

their on-going teaching situations. Teachers who had not attended summer

institutes or workshops learned from those who had gone. Pers'is who

attended institutes in other regions of the country shared their knowledge

and materials with all others in attendance.

3. There was evidence that the planners were compenent and energetic

because of the kind of program which resulted. Content 'Nis of high

quality, and pertinent. Time was well-used. Variety in the presentations

was evident: time for relaxation ( in the form of a coffee-break ) was

provided.
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A9E Nini-Workshop

Calvert Educational Center
'',aryland

;!arc) 4, 107?

uT curt AVAILABLE

Assembly 9:00 A.M. - 10:10 A.M.

Nr. Charles A. Rice, Jr., Chairman
ABE 4orkshop Committee, presiding

Introduction of Speaker - Ws. Thelma M. Cornish, Coordinator
Adult Basic Education
Stat2 of flaryland

Keynote Speaker - Dr. Edmonia '1. Davidson

"Adult Basic Education in the Seventies: A
Progress Report"

Discussion

10:00 A.N.

10:20 A.1.

- 10:15 A.M. Coffee Break

- 12:00 P.N. tiorkshop Group Ceetings

Group A -

Group S -

Group C -

Language Development and English as a Second
Language
Mrs. Porma J. Jo)nson, Chairman

Urban Adult Education
Nr. Issac Harmon, Chairman

Human Relations and Adult Education
flrs. Peggy rooney, Chairman

12:15 P.I. - 1:00 P.:1. Uor:shop Reports

The major purpose of this mini-vorkshop is to expose the Adult
Basic Educator to innovative: techniques and methods needed to cope with
the urban adult learner. Special emphasis will be placed on simulation
of effective techniques in the interest group sessions to actively
involve participants. Component enterest areas include: urban adult
education: language develoriment and ESL (English as a Second Language);
and human relations and the* adult learner. Hopefully, the workshop
experiences of today will enhance the teacher's knowledge and ability to
function effectively with ABE students in the urban community. Interest
groups will he guided by ASE educators who have recently completed a
variety of universities and supplemented by nationally recognized Adult
Basix Education Consultants.
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AtiLlt Education livision
7,altimore City Public Schools

203 East North Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21211.

Adult Basic Education ani-Wbrkshop

Saturday, iiarc:, 4, 1972 - 9:03 a.m. - 1:01 p.m.

Evaluation Report

1. In gen-Jral the workshop was
Excellent

31

2. The planning of the workshop was 32

3. The format of the interest group was 36
4. I participated in the interest group (circle one)

a. Language Development and English as a Second Language 21

b. Urban Adult Education 14

c. Human Relations and the Adult Learner 13

Mentioned all croups 3

5. In terms of my position in adult
education, the application of
information an.! skills gained from

Total: 48

Good Fair Poor
15 2

15 1

11 1

this workshop is for professional
growth. 28 17 3

6. Subsequent workshops of this nature
is a idea. (not on Saturdays - 2) 25 20 2

7. tIttat areas, problems or topics would
you suggest we explore in subsequent workshops

Comments:

tbi) C2



BEST COPY UMW
Evaluation of ABE Workshop

arch 4, 197?

Calvert Educational Center

Baltimore, Maryland 21202

by Dr. Beverly B. Cassara
Professor of Adult Education
Federal City College

"Tomorrow's ABE student will not be the person tiho cannot
read, but the person who has not learned to learn."

The above quotation, heard at the workshop expresses very ttell the

basic orientation of the approximately fifty persons in attAdance, whether

as leaders or participants; that ABE students are persons with develop-

ing needs. If too many adults today are either totally illiterate or func-

tionally illiterate, reading skills alone will still not solve their on-

going problems hilich may involve low aspirations, poverty, illness, un-

employment or victimization as consumers. The leaders of one of the morn-

ing sessions stated that their over-all objective was "to make the adult

educator more aware of his expanding role as a developer of human re-

sources." To the mind of this '.niter, such attitudes represent the best

thinking in ABE Programs today.

The plan of action for the workshop included: keynote speech, coffee

brfulk, workshops, feedback panel, closing remarks and evatuation. This

over-all plan vhich is quite standard proved to be very effective for the

most part. The change of pace, the change in kind of activities, the

change of climate from fcrmal to informal, etc. seemed well programmed.

The exception in the judgement of this writer was the feedback panel which

left something to be &mired and will be discussed later in the r:2ort.
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The keynote speech ABE in the S:venties " vas delivered by Dr. Edmonia

f.avidson of Howard university. Dr. 'avidson had carefully searched out the

facts relevant to illiteracy in the Baltimore area, pointing out how econo-

mic, racial and other social variables are at once both cause and effect

of this problem. She set forth this information in a manner that kept the

audience interested and alert.

The workshops were the other highlight of the morning program. Because

the workshop entitled "Urban Adult Education" was staffed by persons who had

been in Dr. Davidson's original program at !Ward University, this writer

chose to attend that workshop.

Other workshops were: 1) Language Development and English as a Second

Language, and 2) Human Relations and the Adult Learner.

The competznce of the loaders of the "Urban Adult Education" workshop

was a joy to behold. Obviously, they were persons of ability, but it was

clear that they were imbued with Dr. Davidson's philosophy of teaching and

ideas about practice.

Advance preparation for the workshop was well done. It was arranged

that most of the work would be accomplished in groups of five or six persons

with one resource person to each small group. A questionnaire had been

prepared to test the level of information of the participants concerning

Adult Basic Education students, teachers, situations and problems. Using

the questionnaire as a first activity was a clever f.:ay to get the partici-

pants to tlink bout the problems they were soon to discuss. Results were

tabulated Aile participants worked in groups and a report was made at the

close of the session.

The resource person/leaders were well trained to elicit information

and ideas from the small group 7embers and to keep the discussion of the
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points pertinent to the problems of !lach. A discussion of the Community school

,;as the assignment of tIlo group aLtcrikd by the writer.

The "process" ties ideal for adult education. Persons with no informa-

tion learned from those who had more. The experience of each was vital to

the learning of all. The atmosphere was friendly, respectful of all, old

o- young, more or less informed. The discussion was stimulating and seri-

ous. The directions had been so well and -,t* subtly given that common

expectations were shared by all.

Other small group subjects in the "Urban Adult Education" workshop

concerned the various aspects of ABE: recruitment, psychological setting,

counseling, community resources, etc.

These groups were all meeting in small circles in cae big classroom.

This might indicate over-crowding, or an impossible decibel level, but in

this situation the effect was other; it seemed easy for the participants

to move into their groups without going to other rooms, an attitude of un-

spoken cooperation prevailed in keeping decibel level functional and the

over-all effect was one of friendly togetherness. This was very impres-

sive to this writer who knew no one there.

In the last fifteen minute segment of the workshop the gorup came

together to give quick reports of discussion. These reports were effec-

tive in so far as the problems of each small group impinged on that of the

others and made all comments relevant to the whole group.

It was interesting to note that the leaders of the workshop proved

their genuine interest in the ideas of the participants by moving around

among them and exchanging a few words with them as they left. I doubt

this was a planned strategy but it certainly was effective and should be

considered in plannnng such events.
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As far as this writer is concerned, the activities of the day could

have stopped at this high point. The panel of renorters from each group

was almost a waste of time. Perhaps we should have trained reporters who

can make this aspect significant. Dr. Davidson, who made a few rinarks

in the course of the question and answer period, did throw out a few more

gems, as she does whenever she speaks.

Part of the problem was logistic. The seating of participants in one

section of the auditorium made it impossible for questions from the atIdience

to be heard by any but those seated close to a questioner. It would have

been impractical for persons to climb out of their rows to get to the micro-

phone.

Persons became bored. Little private conversations started here and

there. Persons yawned and stretched and others sat expressionless in

polite boredom.

The evaluation by participants was done by use of a mimeographed

questionnaire which seed quite functional. It was passed out during the

feedback panel and collected at the duor at exit.

For the most part all events took place at the scheduled time, the

exception being the closing panel which ran overtime considerably. The

physical facility was adequate in all instances except for the panel and the

question and answer period.

It is the opinion of this writer that the workshop did accomplish its

purpose of exposing "the Adult Basic Educator to innovative techniques and

methods needed to cope with the !Tian adult learner" and giving him some

experiences that would "enhance (his) knowledge and ability to function

effectively with ABE students in the urban comunity."
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Octol:r , 1971

3::lool 4411

309 East FAeral StrcIct
2altimorc, iaryiand 21202

Dr. Edmonia Davidson
Room 200, Education Building
Howard University
Washington, D.C.

Dear Dr. Davidson:

I was a participant in the past summer's two week workshop in
adult Aucation.

Since most educators feel that evidence of transfer of train-
ing is the most important criteria of success, I wanted you to
aware of a recent educational project of our school. (Sea Enclosure)

Your workshop h.:Aped to provide us with the medal stimulu3 to
undertake this project.

Enclosurz:
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SincerJy,

John Creiyhton
Cont.x Principal



VI Creighton

The foliating is a chronicle of events related to an Experiment in

teaching conducted at School 4449, The Guilford Adult Center, 3')9 E.

Federal Street. This center is a full-time adult edecation school affiliat-

ed ith the I;ori, Incentive Proeram. All of its predominately fenale

students receive pu'elic assistance under thE Aid To Families Vith De-

eendent Children provision.

The educational philosophy of our school is one Mica aims at an in-

teneation of the ace.lefdc skills with the coping skills ne:essary for a

welfere recipient to function competently in an inner-city poverty cen-

terel environment.

It +las this latter area that had come under discussion at our student

council ileeting. Council me;bers (one from each homeroom) had brought

to the meeting ideas for possible topics of special interest to the

students. It was proposed that .fe suspend our renular schedule for a

week and devote this tire exclusively to special tonics - a 'mini-nester."

The an heal list of possble topics was turned over to a steering

committee consisting of the principal, one teacher, one educational assist-

ant ane five students. Their assinnnent was to cull from the man! suggestions,

those of great:st iltarest, to find the best qualified speakers, anti to

ievite them to participate in our program. The eeek of August 30:h to

September 3rd eas selected.

". ar' tells, principal of the Guilford Avenue Elementar; ichool,

graciously offcrrei e use of her school's facilities for our use.

Frain a ALII)cr of options availaele to us, it as determined oat the
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most feasible approach would be to have one presentation each morning

and another that afternoon in t;1,. school ,luJitorium. WI students would

attend each session.

;;Eanwhile; other groups of students formed themselves into commit-

tees to assure tie success of our social and entertainment hour, to be

held the last afternoon of that week. Hostesses were selected who

uould greet our guests and guide them to the auditorium. The 1:i stress of

Ceremonies would formally introduce each speaker.

Amazingly, all invited speakers were not only to visit us,

but 'ere available for the time slot allocated.

Each speaking enganenent uas confirmed by letter. Each guest

speaker was asked to bring a short resume of his background for intro-

duction purposes. Speakers 'ere askei to allot forty minutes of their

presentations for interaction with the audience.

Students were encouraged to 'ring friends, relatives, and neigh-

bors to any sessions they mished. The neany CM office -las alerted with

an open invitation.

We !anted the emphasis of our program to be reality-oriented, a ''tell

it like it is' approach. And that's Aat it proved to be.

The :reek's activities follmied this schedule?

:ondav

A general assembly to review the purpose asld function of the nini-wester.

.4.f:.

Brenda Burlzy from the Ualtimore Departnent of Recreation and Parks
Subject,; Health, Exercise, and geioNt t'atchinn

P...

eh's. Victorine Adams

Subject: Charm and Beauty Hi,:ts
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Tuesday

A.

May Your ilirhts Harry Fox, Attorney for the Legal Aid Bureau, and
77-7Tahur Armstead of the Human Relations Commission

Problems of Ex-offenders sr. Al .icCarthy, and ex-offender now with the
Public Defender's Office, and .4.. Harris Chanlin of the Community Re-
integration Project.

Wefinesdav

A

Consumer Protection :rs. Edna Johnson, Jirector of Consumer Services,
UrFa-n League?

1P 4

Feminine Sexual iIy 4-s. Annette LAJerman of the Planned Parenthood
Association, and sirs. Vivian :lashingtoh, Principal of The Edgar Allen
Poe School for Unwed ',others

Thursday

Dangers of Drug Abuse .rs. Jane Flss, ex-addict from Project Exit,
a therapeutic community affiliated 1:1;:h the Johrs Hopkins Hospital
Drug Abuse Center

P.

Yoga Ai Approach to Phxsical ard Big 'tiles Kierson

Fri :la y

A. i.

Child Rearing In An Inner-City r,ivironinent Or. Eric Fine and Ir. :lisjah
1:0:.!an of the 'iniversity of .dryland Department of Pediatrics, and drs.
Vivian Pend1.1ton, Senior Airs?. Sup,2rvisor of the estern Health District.

The formal aspect of our mini-nester program ended with a short assem-

bly during hie) adt.inistrators ani officials associate] ,!ith our pro-

gram yere introduced to oJr stu-lenLti and pOlic thanks 'ere given to

all those Iiho had made cur progra7 a success.
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Friday afternoon was devold Lo Sur social gatherilg in the school

cafeteria. The food was preparej and server+ by our studehts, many of

whom cashed their -felfare chec' :s and boug'it food stamps in order to buy

the food that was served. They had wanted things :.one in this manner.

This attitude 'gas summer; up by on student who said, "I'm not good at

serving on a committee, but I do make great macaroni salad."

The refreshment committee had planned how much food would be need-

ed for the number of guests expected.

Our entertainment was provided by several acts young people's

groups and individuals who had been invited by tae entertainment committee.

Our festivities concluded with the joining of hands any the sing-

ing of "Auld Lang Syne."

successful have we been? 1:e devised an anonymous witten

student evaluation to find out. Almost without exception our' students

pronounced our program a great success. All said they would like such

a program repeated.

The followinc student comments (uncorrected for spelling and

gran mar) speak for thiiselves.

"I think thJ program on Human Relations should be repeated so
people can and 'till knuf their rights.

"I liked "Child Rearing in An Inner-City Environmert" because
there are so many parents that don't understand their child-
ren, their nee.s and thlir Jesires. And how to go about cor-
recting thm.

"They sail so many interesting things that I didn't even know
about. And mothers li%e myself should find out whet We can do
for our el7ildren because it mean a lot to me and tc the other
mothers.

"I know I have got soriet)thc out of it. ;;any things T dVnit
understanl. i4 ter li:tening to the speakces of various pro-
gram I was amazed.
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I

any of tic t,ings Je:inson s7c!..e on I ''as not aware of.

4
ge"

I had been taken over many ttles Lly furniture stores myself,
and I didn't know how to go about getting results. Thanks to
Ors. Johnson, now I know ,inere to go an:; tf to se. if I
have another case like the one I've had before. Legal Aid
will be my first step before I sign anything.

"I think the lawyer from Legal aid was interesting he helped
many of us with our problems we !lave, He pointed about a num-
ber of things about housing, apartments we rent; how the land-
lord can be made to fix the things that need fixing. He al-
so helped those wanting to know about divorcs, on what ground
there are.

"I found that the program on drugs vas most relevant. I have
teenage children and nit only my children that I'm concerned
about but tNe neighbor: children as well. As these kiddsgo
through life they'll be meetinT all types of people through
all walks of life and not knowing what our child may or may
not do, we know that they are capable of the usage of dope.
So I say by all means yes, let the program on drugs be repeat-
ed for the sake of the parent as *Iell as the child who is not
a user. Parents can it some idea of it. At least on how to
deal .!ith such a problem and believe you me, (lope really is
a problems.

"You get an opportunity to see and hear a lot of things you
really never was aware of before.

"The social part was very -elaxing.

"Loved it.

"I thought it w?.s great.

I would like to see the scipol have it 2 or 3 times a year.

"I learn a great ieal about ny rinhts as e citizen.

"The mini-upster "as dud exciting. I learn a
lot from it. imTiss which I really t:inn,t %him about.

"Jost of the things that was aistussed most of the people did
kav! anything about some of them, irk; it l!as very helpful

to mostly all og us.

"I t5ink our semll shuuld 1.,.100 on hay n9 !.hautiful and Tx-
citing program lik.e the ole 4,4 an.; kaop r,rs havtlig e,c11-

in" Nest.

"The mini-nester was very successful 11 its first try and I
hope .!s could ';,ave another real soon.
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"-:e procTim as a Ali. :as FtaA -orto ny while

to ;,v,ryj just .;..zsr 0;1 1..oinc to 'le aaxt

and rmliq

"This orocral r3peat46 because it h.:1p you zo no
things you can't often flit'. out about in every ,:ay life. It

give you a clear uo:arstanling of vhat you .aaitrad to nu.

'T h3 program uas wall organize,d, a3J tAere is no xeii for im-
proy.snent.

"It 'roved ;0 ..-td very rewardinT.

"It was ,Ion.!crful just as it '!a3.

"I think it gaol for people to learn liffz.rant at.out

life.

shoult: 'vtv it at least tvice a year.

should have another program litte t', is as soon as possible.

'IL will help lot of people to understood thing more clearly
plus I lava cAldran it ',alp Ile a lot IA0 them.

"I culd Lc) it avain so I wooti Laud more so that I
can help my cailCrea.

"i!a re:ceive,1 information '.;id not aLv.. It ma:J:2 us a/are

of :that is r_loing on aroul4 us.

"Tha nini-1: !star .!orth.tnile in ra4

"Af;;?r !orfirri hard in otx studi:s all sealer uithout a

vacatiod, t.at -aek etas A pleasvm

"This arce:rati offarrefl )elp to the onds Cie{ ara inzrosted

'It fiS v--ry ini:crastinf, and Lorth.4:111a. It "as. lt a taste of

"Soria ninTs iro not learn.; in school and you peoelc wno

.:hat they am tal' :ii about.

or lossibk zopics for a futur? pro:rxi of nis type
el

provide' us l'ith th:. nucleus of a future ni3i-mast 2r. ST7.0 sunasjons

f llo ring:

r 1-10 Stata 11:oloyment
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The cult , !ruarral

Funeral Irrancy.lmnes

Housing

Dieting

Fashions

Hairstyling

Wife and Husband Understanding

;odel Cities

Criminal Law

Someone from The Department of Social Services

Types of Jobs Available in 3altixre. "cquirenents of the
jobs, and information on that the jobs are all about.

A meat-cutting demonstration

Alcoholism

The True Facts about Lo' -Incomc Hone Ownership

iental Hospitals

Wollan's Liberation

The Welfare Rights Orfluization

Information on Abortion and Abortion Laws

Them wcr.-. also many requests for a rcpLItition of previous topics.

The seeds for our noct mini-rh:!ster had '.y..en sown.
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4 5O iartin Lut:J. King :.venue, S.W.

Wshington, C. 2n:13

September 4, 1971

Dr. Edmonia W. Davidson

Director, Adult Education

Howard University

Washington, D.C. 20011

Dear Dr. Davidson:

During the past six weeks, I've been involved with many activities

t4hich were brought .bout because of my experience with you in the

workshop on Adult Education.

Upon returning to the class room, I was al)le to see my students

in a different light. They became more to me than individuals learning

mathematics. They were students as well as mothers, providers of families,

workers, voters and concerned citizens.

One of our first class activities was "A Look at Self" as far as

where we had been where we were, and where we were going. Since that

activity many students he become more concerned with themselves and

their situations and have constantly consulted with me about their

aspirations. I am very proud of this because a lot of the students had

not done much thinking on things beyond receiving public assistance.

Secondly, we concerned ourselves with Voter Registration. Students

learned about the prorpdaro of registering and approximately 50 students

proceeded to do so.



Participating in the ational 'ielfare Rifpts Organization had never

crossed my mind, but a met after the qorkshop a local meeting was announced.

I attended that meeting and since then became involved in several of their

activities. This seemed to have produced better communication between me

and the students who Iteren't members to get involved.

A highlight of my recent experience took place during this past week.

At our school, we threw out the regular schedule and conducted what we

called a "nini-lester". I got a lot from the uitni- nester because I got

in on the planning of it ilith one other teacher and five of our students.

"e had local speakers, movies, discussions, and literature covering such

areas a:: Health, Ueig:A tatching, Beauty Tips, Knowing Your Rights,

Consumer PiOts, Consumer Protection, Female Sexuality, as well as Drug

Pbuse, Yoga and Child Psychology. This "ilni-:'ester"exceeded our expectations

and sie uere fortunate in setting some of the best peoole in each area to

participate in our program.

I'm looking forilas to all the other things I will become involved

with. I probably will never be able to do enough to cc are to the work-

shop experiences and your eternal tuo links drive on me. Eowever, Dr.

Davidson, I hope to do my part Vlenever and Oenvqr I can.

Sincerely rers,

!lithe J. 2flanks
(Baltimore City)
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FRO' NY EXPERIENCES IN TEACHING I'V DISCOVERED THAT THE

7IATH EXERCISES, ESPECIALLY, !TORO PROBLENS GIVE'? IN AlY ilATH

BOOKS ARE UNREALISTIC FOR THE POPULATION I TEACH. THEREFORE, I'LL

SHOW HOW CENSUS DATA GATHERED DURING A TWO-WEEK WORKSHOP I ATTENDED,

CAI BE UTILIZED IN THE TEACHING OF !WY MATH SKILLS

(;liss) J. Eubanks
Baltimore, 'aryland, School 440
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:iAT4 LESSONS

LET'S TAKE A LOOK AT THE INCOME OF NONWHITE

FAMILIES 1r1 BALTIMORE IN 1969.

Directions: Below is a table showing the number of nondhite

families and their income. Study this table very care-

fully so that you may be able to find some information.

Table I. Income of Nonwhite Families in Balitmore, Maryland

in 1969.

INCOME NUMBER OF FAMILIES

under,1000 5.336

§2000 to $2,999 8.717

$3,000 to $3,999

$4,000_to $.1099

$5,000 to $5,999

$6,000 to $6,999

$7,000 to $7 999 3 817

$8,000 to $8,999 _Z -445

$91000 to 59,999 1 912

3.959

MII-M.1.

11 137

10,263

7.804

5.1_73

poiopo and over
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(The information sas hear listed in table form, however, depending on

what you want to do with the information will determine the method of

presentation)

ir: mouinG INFOR!IATION WILL SHOW THE SKILLS THAT CAW BE TAUGHT, AHD

THE WAY THE INFORNATIOW CAR BE USED

I. FOLLOWING DIRErc104S AND LOCATVG THE ANSWER

A. Following directions

1. What is the first number under income?

2. That is the third number under number of families?

3. Locate the line which says $6,000 to 6,199.

4. !-Nat is the number of families listed on the same
line as 510,100 and over?

G. netting an answer (under this section some of the questions

s'Iould he phrased vhere the table doesn't shor the infor-

mation).

1. How many families :tad between $5,100 and 5999?

2. how many families earned less than $imo?

3. How many families had no income?

4. How many families had 1011?



PEADIA: IZE"PRETIG TABLES

A. f:at information can you gat 5y using this
table?

B. 'That each column tell you?

C. 'That other tables have you see:. before?

D. 'That purpose do you think tables have?

E. From the table are you able to tell the
exact number of families having $3,000?

F: Hake a table Owing any information you
think is important. The best table tai i l be

used in the next math exercise.

III. PLACE VALUES(UiIDERSTANDIIIG LARGE WIBERS)

5,336 families had less than $1,000. What is the value
of each of the digits in 5,336?

A. thousands or 5,0n^

hundreds or 3'Y

tens or 30

ones or 6

5,336

B. 5 thousands or

3 hundreds or

3 tens or

5 ones or

(total)

IV. READI'm ATIO WRITPG :WERALS:

A. hook at the numbers under Number of
Families as I read them aloud, you read
them to yourself.



B. Read each nurser aloud to your putter.

C. Cover your c':art, no'i urito each number
as I read them.

D. Urite five different numbers on your paper.
(Don't let your partner see them.) Not:

read these numbers to your partner and see
if she can write your numbers.

V. FOUR BASIC OPERATIOAS OF ARITHIETIC

A. Addition and Subtraction

1. Uhat is the total number of families
listed on the table?

2. How many families have incomes of $5,000 or
more? Hol, many families had less than $6,000?
How many more families had below $5,000 than
$5,700 or over?

B. Alltiplication and Ditisim

1. The number of families with incomes less
than $1,000 was 5,336. Divide this by 2.

2. jultiply 5,335 by 1/2

VI. PSCVTS

Finding the percent of families in each line

VII. IAKInG GRAPHS, TABLES AND CHARTS

A Circle graphs

B. Line graphs

C. Oar graphs

D. Picture graphs
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IRIS EXERCISE CONSISTS OF CP.0 PROBLEMS - SKILL IN MULTIPLICATION OF

DECIMALS

1. In 1969 Baltimore City hat a total nonwhite population of 328,416.

Of the 163,149 persons 25 years or older, 58.9 percent had

spent eight years or less in school. What was the total number of

persons with eight years or less schooling?

2. The major occupation group of employed nonwhite males in Baltimore

during 1969 weril'operatives and kindred workers. 27.0 percent of the

68,577 nonwhite males haJ employment in these kinds of jobs. What

was the total number of males with jobs as operatives and kindred

workers.

3. During 1969 there were a total of 44,795 nonwhite females employed

in Baltimore. The occupation in which the largest number of these

females worked was as private household workers. If .275 of these

females were employed as private household workers, how many were

actmlly employed in these kinds of jobs.

4. The median income of all nonwhite families in Baltimore City was

$4,12-,. Of the 68,229 nonwhite families, .481 had incomes below the

median income. What was the total number Lf families with incomes

below this median?

i. In the Census Tract in which School 440 is located there is a total

population of 5,156 persons. Of this number, 58 are nonwhites.

many nonwhites and how wauy whites live in this area?
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PROPOSAL FOR EDUC,TIOIAL CHAHGE AT SCHOOL #440

-r. Joan P. Creighton, Principal

Since the purpose of School #441 is to provide academic training
as a basis for improving the employment potential of WIN enrollees, the
followin9 is a proposal for a modification in the curricular structure
in order better to meet these needs. This proposal has been given
much thought and attention by the center principal, staff members and
student representatives.

1. We would initaite a special program for interested
students whose curriculum would he oriented toward the
world of work. This program would be of a dual
nature; part job training and experience with all
phacas of a small business operation, and part
classroom instruuLiufl winch would consist of a
block time approach to problem-solving. The curri-
culum for this class would be problem-centered and
directly related to needs evident from the fob
phase.

Specifically:
We would undertake to establish and operate two
businesses within the school.

A. A Lunch Counter operation

B. A Book and Motions Store

Both of these enterprises would be operated by the
students themselves under the direction of a student
board of governors assisted by a special teacher
assigned to this program. (We were thinking of
calling it "!.#440 Enterprises").

The board of gcvernors would oversee both phases
of the program. Its members would determine hiring
practices and be the top management.

The Lunch Counter would have a stove, refrigerator,
and sink. It would not serve hot food but rather
sandwiches, sodas, candy, etc.

(Unofficially, I have the assurance of assistance
from a member of the Baltimore City Council in
securing assistance in obtaining zoning approval,
board of health approval, a trader's license, etc. -
if these and/or other regulatory city agencies
would be involved.)
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The classroom instruction would be directly
relatc:'!. For example, rather than att7mpting
to teach te concept of percent from within
a structured mathematics class setting, stu-
dents in this special class might have a pro-
blem such as - if you want to make 20% profit
on a sandwich, how much should you charge.
Students affiliated with the Lunchroom opera-
tion woold have to figure the cost of two slices
of bread, how many sandwiches can be made from
a pound of meat, the cost of overhead, etc., in
order to solve this problem.

Again, the prrase is an educati. 1 one. We
believe that one benefit that would inure would
be that the genuine involvement of the students
in the total program would result in greater mo-
tivation to learn needed academic skills and
consequently improved attendance and progress.

Other expected benefits would be:

1. A transfer of training. Those students in-
volved who are hiring and being hired should
5egin to grasp the qualifications that an
employe, would seek in a prospective employee.

2. Experience in all phases of operating d small
business. Ordering supplies and merchandise,
keeping records, banking money, managing and
working with other people, etc, etc.

Our emphasis would be to help the students to explore
alternatives and options, rathnr that tell them
what to do. It would be a problem-solving "dis-
covery learning" method of teaching. For example
the teacher might say; "How are you going to get
the bread you will be needing each day?"

Essentially, the businesses would be non-profit.
We thought that extra nrnings could be used to
finance special interest group activities for the
rest of the school to be held on Friday afternoons.
For example, we could purchase sewing machines for
a sewing class materials for a crafts class, and
a piano, for a glee club.

If approved, we would be able to pay hourly salaries
to those dnrollees who are devoting tine to these
operations.



qe currently ave elrolled a ;wither of students
whose career goal is the food service industry
and the r.ltail inilustry. They ilould be likely
candidates for this operation.

Additionally, it is anticipated that we would
develop a number of trained individuals, ready
for employment. We could say to an employer,
"This individual is familiar with all phases of
your industry - keeping books, ordering supplies,
supervising "ielp: banking money, etc. We know
from our experience with her that she is de-
pendable, trustworthy, etc." We would not have
to hesitate to recommend those enrollees who have
measured up and have proven themselves. We
would be in a position to give real assurances to
a private employer that ne would not be taking a
big risk in hiring this enrollee.

Hopefully, this would be a continuing process.

We believe that if approved this program would
constitute a dynamic viable approach to meeting
the real needs of many of our enrollees. It

would represent a genuinely innovative approach
to fulfilling our edu'ational purposes.

We have a particular teacher in mind, now on the
staff of our school, who can bring to this program
the creativity and imagination reguire6 for a
special undertaking of this kind.

Respectfully submitted
'.arch 9, 1972
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"SV1ARY OF USES OF 1 iY !MARIO WIVERSITY
ABE PSTIT!JTE EXPERIVICE"

The returned forr reporting the uses to which the Howard

University ABE Institute Experience had been put were divided into:

(1) TeachP.- of Regular ABE Classes, (2) Teachers of Classes Other

Than Regula. ADE Classes (tIIN and CEP), (3) Teachers of GEO or

High School Equivalency Classes, (4) Teachers of English as a

Second Language, and (5) Administrative and Supervisory Personnel.

Teachers reported evidence of their changed personal perspec-

tives of their students by involving student help in planning the

"course of study for the year", in greater responsiveness to student

interests, in developing "student awareness" of problems and how to

solve them. As one teacher expressed it "I have also dealt with the

'second class' feeling which many of my students feet quite effect-

ively. !le all stand taller, thanks to the Howard experience." It

appears that these teachers are helping their adult students develop

an improved self-concept, by making stude,11 "welcome", and accepted

as "an important link in the successful outcome of the class. Each

adult is permitted to help the other adults and to receive help."

Understanding of one's city is reported as "a very exciting and learn-

ing experience": "Oy students enjoy learning new things about our

city. I believe this has helped me to keep many of my students from

dropping out this year." Consumer education, improved reading tech-

niques, and problem-solving as a method appear throughout the reports.

Some classes are in prisons or have other restrictions which

have made change almost lalpossible. But others even in prison were
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able to adapt content and method. "I decided to teach directly from

certain official documents that most of my students would have to

eventually read."

One teacher said, "I utilized the census tract to determine

where we could recruit more ABE students in our area. After locatilg

the information, I canvassed the neighborhood for students. Fifty

students were recruited for the class." He also received a personal

promotion to "Teacher-in-charge of 24 classes."

One teacher developed a city-wide ABE workshop patterned after

the one at Howard.

Two members of administrative and supervisory personnel

developed proposals based on their census study. One conducted a

workshop with the 18 teachers and 5 teacher aides under his super-

vision.

Perhaps the GED teacher expressed a very important cultural

learning for all. "Specifically I tried a new math text I learned about

at t',e Adult Demonstration School and the use of local census ata for

graphs and word problems in much thi same manner as lir. Nevers

Jefferson. In general we have Icreased our ARE program both

by expanding the evening class and by more extensive recruiting and

by setting up a daytime program. I think it was in part the need for

ABE shown in my census report that led to this expansion. . . In

general also I think Howard gave me a better understanding of my

students and raised to even greater heights my respect for my students.

If you are raised white middle class and suddenly start teaching a

group that is primarily black and %eft° Rican later class, there is a



SES
010.10.

t 4 itivoitsup,

gap that L I t)in% the Hotard experience helped here."

Although class attenla .cc 'las usually improved there were

some classes for which this 'gas not the case.

Use was made of Co book Family and Personal Development

in Adult Basic Education by Edmonia W. Davidson in many ways. For

many, Part I was the most important for they used it in understanding

American society. Others found the resource units in Part II the

most useful.

The wide variety of materials distributed was well received

and teachers indicated their preferences in the attached chart.



Name

City

BEST
COPI 44443ii

Summary of "ses or -y Oniyersity

ARE Institut.: Exp,:xioc,s

Street Address

State

Kind of AGE class or otho. m!sponsibility

1. Surmary of plat I tilyc tried as a result of t113 Howard Experience



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

2. Prob4ms .-2ncouilto%:! ;Inri Lh4 w,r.! solv..d as wc11 as probl._ms

which havz not IN:Qn so1vLd

3. Stud,nt unctions

4. 11Att.rial in Part I of Family and P_rsonal t1152021112I in ABE

found os,ful and not vLry usuful
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5. Resource unit(L) in 'art II of ranily ani Drsonal ',.!vlonment
in AU found to ix. us..ful and not very u:J17-----

5. Ple Howard participants in the city of
nave decided to mv:t on larch ,Apri 1. . and

lay from to arpriFFT--
Place

7. Mc materials distributed at the Institute which I have found
useful art::



TEACHERS OF REr."LAR ABE CLASSES

1. Summary of what I tried as a result of the Hovard Experience

I invited speakers from the Social Security Administration, Internal
Revenue Department, Satoma Club and a speaker from the Roanoke City Wel-
fare Department. We also conducted a workshop for all adult education
teachers in the city of Roanoke directed by John K. Allman. And we took
a field trip to the Roanoke City Oceanography Center.

The Adult Basic Education Institute For Teachers and Teacher-Trainers
Of Urban Adult Populations has proven to :yfi very helpful to me in working
with my adult class. The idea that has been most helpful to me is ls
working with the City and County Background Forms. class has been very
successful in completing these forms. It was a very exciting and learning
experience for them.

We were able to correlate these materials with our social studies and
mathematics classes. As a result pupils are now aware of their low paying
jobs due to the lack of education. All of my students are registered
voters now.

Your workshop was the foundation fnr a program entitled "Student
Awareness". The projects under the pror,1 were incorporated into the
daily curriculum. Our goal was to enlighten students concerning solutions
to nroblems encountered according to their living standards. Some of the
projects 'sere as follows: student attorneys, birth control, cancer and
venereal disease.

With two !lath groups, I have introduced on a very elementary basis/
problems dram from Census Tract material. We have spent time in readipg
the figures relating to the various aspects of the population. We havd
devoted lengtny discussions on the "likes and unlikes" in many categories.
Addition, subtraction, division and multiplication have been taught using
these data The more advanced group made graphs showing many of the
differences in white,and nonwhite occupations, housing, income, etc.

I have instituted or rather attempted to institute a consumer edu-
cation program based on the material obtained at Howard. (prison)

I have not used the materials and concepts presented at the ABE
Institute 1171 basically due to the academic level and ability of my
students. I teach one adult class basic arithmetic one night a week to
two adults. They are studying arithmetic on a 2nd grade level, basic
addition and subtraction facts. Once these facts are mastered, at least
1 through 20, I think I could offer demographic data on their level as
addition and subtraction problems.
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I am extremely happy to inform you that as a result of my experience
at the ABE Institute at Howarl university I have had much success in our
program. Immediately after returning to my state and city I had the
opportunity to pr,,sent to all our teachers in Queens, 1.Y. a summary of
what we learned at Howard. The teachers, superviso..e guidance counselors
and teacher-trainers were quite impressed with all the information the
students learned at Howard.

These are the things I have tried and had much success: (1) One of
my native born classes in Queens needed more students. I utilized the
Census Tract to determine where we could recruit more ABE students in our
area. After locating the information from the Census Tract, I canvassel
the neighborhood for students. Fifty students were recruited for the class
and I have been in touch with the class and almost all the students are
still attending class. (2) The reading program taught by Professor Brigham
from the University of fiaryland was a complete success with my students.
These students seemed delighted *fin their reading results. Several of
ne students who were involved in this reading program have studied and
passed the GED test for high school.

I am happy to inform you that as a result of my exciting and wonder-
ful experience at Howard I am now the teacher- in - charge of 24 classes in
in anhattan, a borough of N.Y. I an no using to a great degree the
experience and the things I have learned at Howard. I am grateful to you
and your staff for the useful experience.

I began by letting each adult know that he/she gas not only welcome
but was an important link in the successful outcome of the claas. Each
adult was asked to help Plan the col *se of study for the year.

The adults were tested to discover the academic level. After the
tests were completed each adult was given a conference where he/she was
shown his needs, permitted to ask euestions and guided to chose the areas
that he/she felt were important to mast2r.

Each adult is permitted to help other adults and to receive help.
In this 14ay everyone feels that he/she has something to offer.

Tice adults discuss a variety of problems that are of a community,
city, state or local level. In discussing and attempting to solve some
of the problems they have developed skills in reading, spelling, mathe-
matics and speaking.

As a result of having attended the ABE Institute at Howard University
I tried the following program. Since I teach illiterates and functional
illiterates how to read, I at first had difficulty as to what part of the
experience I could use. After some thought I decided to teach directly
from certain official documents that most of my students -ould to read
eventually. Therefore, I used the followiA methods.

As soon as practical I began to introduce words from birth certifi
cates, social security cards, various kinds of employment applications,
information from voters cards, information from loan applications and credit
references. tihen the class had sufficient time to study and spell these
words, they were then given each of these forms or a likeness and asked
to read them and then fill them in. Ile then set up as an acting situation
a man looking for a job and filling out an application. We also used a
man noing to get a social security card, voters card and applying for
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credit. Each day a different student would play the part of the inter -
viewer,and the rest of the class would act as the person looking for
various types of information. (prison)

I have become more selective in assigning rf,ading material and I
put speical emhasis on material relating to the Federal State and NU-
nicipal Governments. I do this because I learned from the ABE Institute
that the adults I teach must understand and make responsive to their needs
the various government agencies.

I instituted a new technique for reading comprehension, introduced
new opportunities of employment by presenting a speaker from the state
employment office, endeavored to instruct math through news media (sales
papers) pointing out discrepencies and advantages and occasionally
attempted to hold discussions on the importance of becoming involved.

Nowhere in the Institute was I able to gain experience in counseling
adults. I mean, my biggest difficulty was encouraging students who
posessed shame because of their intellectual deficiency. fly only metnod

of solving this particular problem was a private consultation with each
student and this of course took away class time.

Although field trips and visits were very educational to me, my
visits to DIC, drug centers, etc. cannot in any way be incorporated in
my ABE class. However, my visit to the Learning Center gave me some ideas
ideas about teaching.

I also endeavored to relay my institute experience to the entire
group of ABE instructors at our November 1/2 day workshop. I displayed
all Ty materials and conducted class for one hour.

As a result of the Howard Experience I am dt.sirous of teaching ABE
full time. December eight, a busman's holiday, I spent the day with
Harie Brown assisting her in her work at J.F.K. Vocational School. It

was a rewarding day in many ways and reinforced by desire to get more
involved with ABE.

Hy situation, I presume, is different from that of your be -r
students in that we are not funded and hold classes only at night. This

being t%e case we were unable to get speakers for our ABE members. I

regret this for I was greatly impressed by the excellent speakers you,
Dr. Davidson, were able to schedule for us and I hoped that we might
follow your good example.

At this time I would like to thank you for the Summary. Aote taking

is part of my listining to lecutres, yet I was delig.ted to receive a
copy of the lectures themselves. The book brought home to me again the
throughress with which you attacked our real apparent lack of knowledge
in very important areas of ABE. It is more than reading and writing -
it is the opening of doors to show ABE members their rights as citizens
of the U.S.A. Thank you for the Sunnr ". It is an invaluable resource
as is Family and Personal Developmeit in Adult Basic Education.
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Some of the experiences I have gone through with the groups I have
worked with have .been re:arding and others have been Aifficult to accept
because there were mixed reactions on the part of the students. But as
a whole, the materials and recommendations from the workshop proved to
be very effective.

Having been encouraged to look beyond an individual student and his
classroom , xperiences with me, I have made a sincere effort to learn
wore about the community from which he comes and how he and his fami y
are faring in that environment. My student counselor (who visits our
class every other week) and myself have made it our objective this year
to link the student with the proper resources to work out his problems.
These types of problems were encountered:

(1) "The school bus won't come up my road".
(2) " The highway department plowed tons of snow into the church

entrance". This is where we meet.
(3) "I failed all 5 parts of the GEO by only 1 or 2 poin.A. What

can I do?"
(4) "ily teenaged ,laughter won't discuss anything with me".
(5) "Our church is the center of our community but the young

people are not involved".

Knowing who to call for help from the Road Commission took care of
the snow. The DeNtrtment of Education for Howard County sends a bus to
pick up children on the forgotten road. The GED test results are being
scrutinized again. We took the class to a community service series
entitled "Human Sexualtiy and Family Living". They saw and heard other
people discuss problems and solutions that were also their own problems
and needed soultions.

2. Problems encountered and how they were solved

I Lave been able to interest and influence more Cults in ne
Basic Education classes.

After several months of using the techniques learned at Howard, my
students were no longer dropping out but they asked other students to
join them in their classes. I was delighted with the results because
these students were learning the things they wanted to learn and not
what the teacher wanted them to learn.

The problem I faced was hmt to use the information I gathered in a
non-reading situation. I solved that by introducing words directly
related to the needs of the men. Also by acting out centain situations
we cut don the need for the illiterates to read until they were more
qualified. (prison)
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ity problem was to encourage people who had very little formal
education. attempt to solve this by "fatherly" individual talks
proved successful.

St. :ialachy's is situated in an
tinct socio-economic groups rewmp,
groups together to know one another,
gether and to visit one another on a
unifying factor in the area.

area where at least three dis-
Our ABE Program hoz brought these
vu loarn together, to lauo, 4-n_
social basis. It has been a

Through class discussion motivation increased, community awareness
became more pointed and we discussed in greater depth problems relating

to voting, taxes, banking, buying cars, purchasing homes, renting homes

and apartments and practical education for the consumer.

Problems encountered which have not been solved

I have not been cuccessful in improving daily attendence.

Program funding is unsteady. Teaching time is cut to neat the

budget. The untouched adult in the community who would benifit from

the program is another problem.

I have used commercially prepared materials although this has

met only with limited success especially with the less sophisticated.

(prison)

My students have not had enough outside experience (from an insti-

tutional setting) to have much idea of the problems of everyday life.

Their concept of nurbers is very poor and so must be dwelt upon. They

have been taught that to use any kind of "helper" to speed up their

accurate solving of simple addition, subtraction, etc. is "babyish".

Cons2qUently, my biggest problem is to persuade them to tackle these

problems in a constructive way rather than just sit and wait. Most of

them use their fingers and refuse all other kinds of aids placed in the

room (prison-hospital).

In September until last month I only had older adults and had no

serious problems. Since that Mix I have received three teenagers

who were put out of day school fog misconduct in their classroom. The
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teenagers laugh at my older students 1.41en they ask or answer questions.
I have tried talking with them but this has not trorked. Do you have
any suggestions?

This year attendance has been rather poor. Our counselor has made
contact with most of the students and tries to encourage them to attend.

One problem encountered was getting the students to accept other
pe eons opinions as general rather than applying the opin;on to them-
selves.

3. Student reactions

pupils dere impressed greatly about being involved i, new experi-
ences rhey have organized themselves to visit other regular ABE classes
and also ABE vocation classes in their city. They have shown interest in
the political affairs of our city.

For the most part favorable although they state a desire for great-
er depth. (prison)

The director of our ABE program states that the Institute materials
have given him many ideas in terms of principles which have been in-
corporated into guidelines for curriculum development. The students
have reacted to the courses of study with enthusiasm. They seem to rea-
lize that these are the things they "#111 need to know. This is especial-
ly true in the courses on Basic Living Skills of Homemaking and Personal
Development. (prison hospital)

!ly students enjoy the program much better this year. I have taken
them on three field trips. The really enjoyed the experiences.

Many of the students came back to class and then started to be-
come careless about coming again.

Very favorable.
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Our students were Aropnino out of classes almost as soon as they
began. These students were not interested in what iv were teaching.
I immediately made a survey of uhat the students wanted to be taught
and found tLat these students wanted to express their own ideas in
their own daily lives. any of them just wanted to be able to read
the newspaper. Others wanted to become bet*er housewives, etc.

The adults in the class often brought visitors to class. The class
is normally over at 9:30 but they always stayed until 10:00. They are
no longer shy about discussing problems, helping each other, correcting
the teacher, debating an issue, asking for additional help on an indi-
vidual basis, asking for additional materials, discussing their weak-
nesses or exchanging political or domestic views.

Student reactions were mixed. Everyone insisted upon writing,
reading and arithmetic. Host of them were not and still are not pre-
pared for p_blic involvement. Some showed a keen interest in employ-
ment techniques and this in turn increased their desire to read.

4 students became eager to participate.

Students were enthused over their ability to read and fill in
various documents.

Some students were bitterly opposed to suggestions on changing
the oil trends or patterns. Some accepted, but not many were able to
cope with new situations.

Students have responded very enthusiastically to being made a
part of the "community college". Two students even enrolled in a
credit-free offering aimed at "reading improvement". They came back
to class and told the others of all the available equipment and novel
methods of instruction. Those students (8) who participated in the
discussion series mentioned above had not been aware that these and
similar offerings were available at no charge. They are becoming more
willing to travel out of their immediate and familiar environment. We
plan further excursions to public libraries, County Health Department,
etc.
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4. fiaterials in Part I of Fanlily and Personal Development in ADE
found useful

I found "Family Income Distribution in the United States, 1960"
and "Life Styles of Low Income Families" most helpful.

This material has been very valuable to me in ny regular ABE
class. I have been able to use most of the information in the follow-
ing chapters: "Family Income Distribution in the United States, 1960",
"Changes in Low Family Income in the United States Between 1959 and
1963" and "Life Styles of Low Income Families". I have been able to
correlate this information with my social studies and mathematics
classes. Pupils are thrilled to make graphs to represent various fi-
gures.

The material was useful in its entirety.

I found the following materials very useful: "What Kinds of
Families Had Low Incomes and Why?", "Low Family Incomes - Americans
and Negroes", "Changes in Low Faqily Incomes in the United States
Between 1959 and 196? (in the nation)", "Life Styles of Low Income
Families (Negro families)".

The material in Part I has been extremely useful for my personal
growth.

The material in Part I was most useful. The graphs were used
to show students just how graphs are made add how useful these graphs
can be used in planning. These graphs were also used to show the re-
lationship in math problems. City planning and community living were
also expressed through the use of this matieral.

Since all of the adults in my class are flegroes, I found that
the information pertaining to Negroes was more useful than the other
groups mentioned. The other groups did however enable me to get a
picture of the total problems faced by the low income families.

I like it all. It is filled with useful information. Some of it
was used in a recent survey our community is doing.
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I found the section "Life Styles of Lo Income Families" very
useful in getting nu mon to engane in oral fLiscussion. I highlighted
certain parts of section (0 which I read to the class. Almost immedi-
ately the class became involved in heated discussions on many thins
I read. I also used this opportunity to teach many family words by
putting them on the chalkboard an explaining to the students that
these were some of the words they used. I then demonstrated to them
how such words are read according to the phonetic 1 aaproach.

During class discussions in communication skills I found ' "Family
Income Distribution in the United States, 1S60" very useful. Also,
"Life Styles of Low Income Families" was useful.

I found "What Kinds of Families Had Low Incomes and Why?" and
"Life Styles of Low Income Families" to be very useful.

I found the statistics showing that education increased income,
happiness at work and happiness in the family to be useful. Also I
found the statistics showing the economic differences in race to be
very interesting although it was difficult to explain.

Materials in Part of Family and Personal_ in A3E

found not to be useful

I found it most ifficult to relate this material to the inmate
student who felt this material was not meaningful to him. qy superior

officer also felt we should spimid the time on building basic math
skills. (prison) ****

The material in Part I is not useful here at Polk to any nxtent
because of the degree of retardation of the residents plus their li-
mited experience here most of their lives. Nthout much experience
in the world of work, they do not understand that everything must be
paid for, that money must be stretched to meet needs, that budgeting
is .sscntial to anticipate future purchases. Also, marriage is
something not clearly understoo4 my a good many. (prison hospital)

****

I dil not find useful the materials on f;exican Americans, Puerto
P.ican fmilies and American Indian families.

****

Because 7 gas teaching foreign-born people, material in Part I
had little information relative to teaching them.
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5. Materials in Part II of Fallily P.no Personal Development in
A'.'7 found useful

Chapter II on Consumer Education an ':oney iianagemelt has
been most helpful.

In this section of the book all of the materials have been most
helpful to my class. I have been able to make copies of the materials
for pupils who show an interest for it. These four units have been
most helpful: Consumer Education and laney Management; Family 4ealth
and Safety; Homemaking Skills: Food and Clothing; Family Planning and
Family Relationships.

'11 th- nat,rials 'ay- he-n v-ry useful.

The director says he found the Resource Units in Part II to be
thought provoking and a source of ideas for building that part of the
curriculum for Aich he assumed personal responsibility as one of the
teachers. He thinks very highly of the textbook by Or. Davidson and
thinks he has been Influenced by it greatly.

These units were very helpful: Family Health and Safety and
Consumer Education and honey 'Ianagemtnt.

* *

All were found to be useful.

Principles for Teaching ABE, Consumer Education and oney Manage-
ment and The Family and the Community were -t units I found useful.

I found Unit 3, Consumer Education an'i Honey :Anagement very
useful. Since many of the men I teach are serving time for robbery
and other money related problems, it becomes very important that some
concentratim effort be made to help than think clearly on money matters.
It iq swmising how few of them are really concerned about such matters.
Add this attitude to their lack of knowledge about such things, and
you can readily see why they often end up having to go against the Lai.
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The most helpful part to we -las "Teaching !Aii,les". This helped
me to understand more tilrnuOly 'Ao.! to anoroach each studnnt in
accordance with his ne:ds. as 'Jell as Lis intensts. The unit on
Family Health and Safety .'as good also. Another important part was
Consumer Problems of the Poor.

I found the unit on Consumer Education and 'oney :lanagement
useful. I also made use of the various graphs and charts.

Family Planning and Family-Relationships as well as The Family
and the Community were found very useful.

.Materials in Part TT of FartevelointinABE found
not to he useful

The only part that I found not to be useful .was the questionnaire
on home and family life.
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TEAC":77S IF CLASSF5 1*1 REGULAR ACT CLASSES

1. Summary of what I tried as a result of the Howard Experience

I found the inStiMat iiitescatin 0 and utilized the information
given on welfare prnrestittr0S, Social SecuriL, ono PnlitiCal science.
ly class found the information stimulating as well as intufmaL4w,

Also, the information that was on the Census Tracts gave my
trainees information they were not acquainted with.

When I showed them that them. are more whites on welfare then
blacks and backed the statement up with diagrams Ocy sycned to ac-
quire a new sense of pride.(CEP)

I have instituted information obtained from the ABE Institute
and put it into practical use in the classroom. Throughout the

training cycle at CEP my trainees shooed a much greater interest and
more student participation '0100 given the opportunity to have some

input into the materials and subject matter to be covered in class.

Relevant materials such as information on voter registration, con-
sumer education and the Census Tract of the inner city area or the

model cities target area in Buffalo were also used.
Knowledge gained by just having been a part of the institute

aided me and my class. (CEP)

As a result of the training I received at Howard I have instituted

information which I felt would give the students more knowledge about

the things that are in our everyday life. I have instituted the

reading lab in which I will be instructing voter registration and

consum.A. education. I have also tried to show my students how the census

reports are developed and we tried to flo a census report of the inner

city. (CEP)

I have instituted a course in consumer education an anti-poverty

program and a half way house for addicts. I am also forming a group

of community representatives to represent minority groups. I also used

the census report for sew York. (CEP)

While reading the article "Status of Black woman" several students

questioned the statement "Black women are at the bottom of the totem

pole". The article was issued to participants at the Howard Institute.

In the math class we attempted to prove the statement and at the same

time gain experience in the fundamentals of percents by using a prac-

tical applicatioli of the percentage concept.
Using the 1950 't.ensus for Washington, D.C. students calculated the

percentage incomes of nonwhite females, nonwhite males, white females

1o4
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and white males. Eael student compared the percentages of the four
groups by constructing a bar grap5. After tN.: graphs were checked
for accuracy the class projectel the percentages on a larger graph.

2. Problems encountered and how they were solved

One of the great problems I solved in my class was to explain
about the myth of welfare recipients across the country. 1 gave my
students valuable information on the Civil Rights Commission.

I had a problem teaching consumer educatum. I solved it by
bringing in newspapers ani store sales papers and market prices and
had my students compare prices on like in different stores.

One problem solved in my class revolved around myths of welfare
recipients not only in flew York, but across the country.

Also; my class functioning on an intermediate level (4-6) was
better able to solve problems in arithmetic when they were related to
meaningful personal goals. So, ! made up several lessons based upon
relevant daily life. Their reading interest also improved.

Prohlems encountered 'ihich have not been solved

I could not tie in the majority of the information on the Census
Tract with my lesson plans.

Hew to form a community committee to elect a representative for
the community presented a ;problem.

The problem of relating an academic program to vocational skills
remains .iith us because of the great diversity of vocational programs
and levels of student ability. Also, many students are unsure of
career goals.
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3. Student reactions

They were eager to get more details and stlt up a class project-
each student selecting a facet of what nis lectuted on during the
seminar.

students were greatly anticipatious and participated in class.
After I informed my class about the reading lab, I felt that they were
able to cope with their reading problems 'letter.

Toaiard consumer education the redction was very good. Everyone
began to see where they were losing money just by going to the store
and purchasing items without comparing prices.

The organization of communities became a very debatable question
for the students.

Students li%ed the census project and wanted to continue wit'
otner census data.

There was greater participation and anticipation in and about
the class. Also, there was much more enthusiasm and a broader out-
look about themselves and the world around them. They appeared to
have a deeper sense of individual '!ealth and importance.

* * *

The students have become enthusiastic. Our population is now
concerned about job opportunities and available programs of job
training.

4. itaterials in Part I of Family and Personal Development in ABE
found useful

The majority of the charts in Part I uere copied and given to
the students in pamphlet form and I used them for discussion purposes.

I have found the following parts useful: "Life Styles of Low
Income Families" and "Family Income Distribution in the United States,
1960".



Upon reading and t...-rra-ling the hook I found the tables in Part
I to he useful and also the information on theChanges of Log/ Family
Income in the United States Bet Peen 1959 and 1961".

All was useful.

taterials in Part I of Family and Personal Development in ABE
found not to be useful

I found "Changes in Low Family Income in the United States
Between 1959 and 1969" not to be useful, specifically concerning
"in the natioA". nost of the people we deal with have no deep
information on the national crisis, just of their min community
or metropolitan area.

5. :%tt.srials in Part II of 1___L____FamilandPersorevelontinABE

found useful

All was useful.
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CEP (;; C!' Sr'')A :7AV't.E.XY) 7PCHERS

1. Summary of what I tried as a result of thl Howard Experience

These are the things I have tried: organizational structure;
departmentalization of classes; continuous recruitment program; issu-
ing certificates for attendance and participation; monthly panel dis-
cussions on current issues; distribution of consumer guide booklets;
book reports on black studies; distribution of periodic newsletter;
showing films on urban outlooks; summary reports on social and ece-

inomic status of Negroes/1970; invitations extended to local social
service bureaus for appearances on ABE programs; a browsing room
Ias set up to allow students to feel free to read, explore and share
experiences gained from this classroom (this arrangement ras provided
for all interested participants to encourage greater exposure).

Specifically, I tried a new math text I learned about at the 'dult
Demonstration School and the use of local census data for graphs and
word problems in much the same manner as :Ir. ?levers Jefferson.

In general Ile have increased our ABE program both by expanding
the evening class 11 more extensive recruiting and by setting up a
daytime program. I think it was in part the need for ABE shorn in
my census report that led to this expansion.

In general also I think Howard gave me a better understanding of
my students and raised to even greater heights my respect for my
students. If you are raised white middle class and suddenly start
teaching a group that is primarily black and Puerto Rican lower class,
there is a gap that needs bridging. I think the Howard experience
helped here.

2. Problems encountered and how solved

Attendance, irregularity in attendance, dropouts, transportation
to center and apathy of adults for salf-improvement were some of my
problems. Attempts were made to imnrove the problems of attendance
by such approaches as personal contacts, periodical newsletters, fre-
quent home visits and comounity announcements. The problem of trans-
portation was solved by carpools. Innovative teaching methods were
utilized to generate and maintain students' interest.
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Problems encountered flich !lavc not 1,:.en solved

There were no specific problems from things tried as a result of
the institute. Our problems remain the same: recruiting, dropouts,
students of 5,00') different ability luvels and educational levels,
emotional, home, health and job problens of students that interfere
with their school work. The community approach is not feasible for
us because our students come from such a variety of communities:
lover class blacks, Puerto Rican and whites, hippy types of your
people and middle class whites and blacks who just never got their
high school diploma.

3. Student reactions

Some students reacted positively, others responded negatively.
!any of our students are determined to continue in our ABE classes
towards furthering their education. Many are convinced that those
who really want to learn will make many sacrifices now for supporting
our ABE program.

The response was very favorable.

4. :laterials in Part I of Family and Personal Development in ABE
found useful

I found the following parts useful: "Family Income Distri-
bution in the United States, 1960", "The Life Styles of Low Income
Families", myths about low income families and Chapter 4.

There were many interesting and stimulating ideas of sig-
nificance in comparing life styles of low income families. My
students were most impressed and such materials rendered many
open discussions concerning the roles of adults in American life.

The material was extremely useful in giving general views of
the people with whom we are working. The statistics make for diffi-
cult reading but add scientific validity.



5. ;laterials in Part 11 of Family and Personal Development in ABE
found useful

I found the follo4ing sections useful: Evaluation, Opinion Check
List; Consumer Education and Noney Nanagements and Homemaking Skills:
Food and Clothing.

:taterials in Part II of Family and Personal Development in ABE
found not to be useful

.lost of these materials are not useful for teaching toward the GED.
As far as family living and job skills our students are as I noted earli-
er from many different backgrounds, and many would be offended by our
overtly trying to teach them something they believe they already know.
We discuss and compare these things, but don't teach them as such.
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TEACHEr'S OF ENGLISH AS A smo LAAUAGE

1. Summary of what !tried as a result of the Howard Experience

The basic thing I tried to accomplish vas to instill an aware-
ness on the part of the staff as well as studcnts to the innovations
and inroads which could be made in dealing with Aduf.; Basic Education.
Many of the staff, I fbund, were guarded in their approaches, primarily
due to past experiences as well as imaginative capabilities. In the
area of ESL, the common approach or tendency was to place limited
stress on oral or written English. The assumption was that later
levels would take care of this. What is formed is a false reassurance
to such a degree that the student is told you are doing fine when
quite the contrary. Secondly, the student begins to doubt that English
is really necessary, based on negative ruinforcement earlier. When
confroited later, either at a different level or in everyday life, with
the thought of English, he becomes disillusioned in many cases. Based
on this many teachers are seeing English in a different light. In

addition, areas dealing with consumerism and family health to name a
few, as well as individual experiences being relevant in and outside
the class were covered with success.

Though I personally found the Institute experience interesting
and informative, expecially the information about Prince Georges
County, I have not had an opportunity as yet to employ my Howard
Experience in the classroom. ily present students are mainly Spanish
speaking adults learning English as a new language on a very basic
level. As their knowledge of English increases to a more conversatio
nal level I hope to use the Reading Techniques to teach them reading,
and much later perhaps, to go into consumer information, basic ciVil
rights and other needed areas to make living in their new country more
pleasant.

'ne very important aspect of the Howard Experience was the series
of "Reading". Of special importance was a lesson on "Paragraph Analysis"
presented by Dr. Brigham from the University of Maryland.

From "Paragraph Analysis" I was able to develop lessons in better
and easier comprehension in reading. By applying the same method
in teaching,my students and I were able to develop a chart in the
study of grammar. In particular ft is aquicker and easier way of un-
derstanding definite and indefini e pronouns.

Consumer Education presented to my ABE class became highly
effective by applying actual practice in =cling the Census Tract. Re-

sponse of students was surprisingly good with satisfying results.
Reading graphs became easier and the students developed a greater
understanding of their importance.

Applying "Reading Techniques" in the teaching of English to
Spanish speaking people was effective to such an extent that three
students were able to achieve 3 to 4 grades advancement in the speak-
ing, reading and comprehension of English.



I was deeply impressed as a result of my experience at Howard
University, by the need to create classroom experiences that are
more relevant to each student. because each student had differ-
ent needs, it meant utilization of the individualization process
in reater depth. In my eagerness to achieve this goal and at the
same time deal justly with each student, I found myself facing an
almost insurmountable problem. Mat could I do? The Jews were
preparing for a citizenship test, the Koreans want to take a driver's
test and the Italians needed to master the English language. I had
to supply all with material on their level according to their needs.

2. Problems encountered and how they were solved

The lack of books and no supplies created the greatest problem
in the first half of the ME class. I applied techniques and inno-
vative experiences received at Howard Institute with excellent results.

One important problem was the allocation of time for each student.
the Jews could never understand or accept this. They always wanted
more than their alloted time.

Fin ling enough material proved a problem also. I solved this
problem by using the driver's manual for the Koreans. For those who
needed the citizenship test, several films as tell as social studies
textbooks, newspapers and magazines helped. They passed the test.
I used my English textbooks for those who wanted to learn the lan-
guage.

Problems encountered which have not been solved

Staff disbelief that certain changes could be accomplished through
curriculum amendments and °omissions was a problem. Many felt the
onus for change or innovation was on someone else - or that informing
them of everyday tips on problem and new techniques would be receiv-
ed with only marginal success. In many cases the teacher was merely
responding to the students lack of interest as a valid reason for not
being imaginative.

I had a problem making and gettfir materials for my students. I

was not satisfied with the history books I had. History hooks (1971)
are not factual regarding minorities. It was necessary for me to bring
my own materials.
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3. Student reactions

For the most part, the students were enlivened by the new
approaches. They began to feel a greater sense of personal worth.
Everyday experiences began to be evaluated for their l'orth and merit.
In addition, the teacher was viewed in a different light.

Student reactions. at Chester High School exceeded expectations.
They were very pleased at the variety and method of teachers' presen-
tations. They requested the repetition of scue 'aerial.

All of the students at the end of the term stated they would
return for the next session.

Four students achieved command of English to permit them to en-
ter the machine shop course. One female is now entering the sewing
class. One student having a business, states he is better able to
figure costs and understand contracts because of ABE. This student
had a 4th grade education.

4. Ilaterials in Part I of Family and. ersonal Development in ABE
found useful

In the section dealing wit) life styles and characteristics of

various groups, the emphasis on traits oeculiar to particular groups
was suberb. One vas able to parallel the effects of these maladies
with the economic and social causes Ithich brought them about. Even

though groups exhibited different be!ivioral traits from one another,

the commoness of these traits lay in the fact that they prove'

ineffective in coping with the numerous problems which :-,eset them

daily. This was valuable in gearing adults into realizing the ur-
gency of their situation and a need to seek change for the better.

The material in Part I was found to be very useful expecially
in rflating to t'ie variety of ethnic backgrounds. The public is

not aware of the importance. Students requested that I use the

book in class.

The material was very useful simply because there is little

material of this kind available in schools or public libraries.
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Materials in Part I of FamilvandperscmalD
found not to he useful

I found a good deal of the statistical information, while
valid to be dated in many respects and not offering a clear direc-
tion as far as future trends and developments were concerned.

S. Materials in Part II of Family and_Personal Development in ABE
found useful

Generally Ail of the units ',ere useful in addressing themselves
to the needs of the poor adults.

All the material was useful, especially in my consumer edu-
cation classes. The students requested more information.

;aterials in Part II of Family and Personal Development in ABE
found not to Le useful

I found section IV dealing with child rearing and family
planning only marginally applicable. Namely because, such prac-
tices are for the most part based on tradidion as well as expedien-
cy. Therefore, efforts at addressing oneself to these practices
are only valuable insofar as the adult deems them relevant to
!;is personal circumstance.
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ADTMISTRATIvE CI SIPERVISORY PERSONNEL

1. Summsry of what I tried as a result of the Howard Experience

Recently I was working with the Board of Vocational Guidance and
Workshop Center, here in New York, and as its chairman will be help-
ing to prepare a proposal in order to secure funding for remedial
education of young people. We found the process which you introduced
us to in the ABE Workshop on getting information about our census find-
ings to be quite valuable. The form developed for the workshop was
invaluable and really became an insert in our proposal. It will Also

serve as a basis for funding to foundations.
You may also be interested to know that in guiding the work of

a Master's candidate, I helped her to use the material in developing
a set of insights on a certain digtrirt in rontral lWrlem in relation

to drug use. Our hope lb that this thesis can be the basis of recom-
mendations to the church in its ministry to young people.

These uses of the material in recent days indicate how valuable

the experience was last summer in our ABE 4orkshop. Our continued

gratitude for these insights.

The education I received at Howard University during the Summer
Institute 1971 for Adult Basic Education Personnel had significant val-

ue to me in the development and formation of the proposal Number V224096

between the Wilmington Adult Basic Education program and the Model City

agency of Wilmington, Delaware.
The U.S. Office of Education has approved for negotiation our pro-

posal for a Special Experimental Demonstration Project in Adult Educa-
tion under Section 309(b) of the Adult Education Act, P.L. 91-230.

As a result of the Howard Experience I conducted a special work-
shop session with my staff of 18 teachers and 5 aidei. At the two hour

workshop we had the followi:',g, agenda: Characteristics of the Urban
Learner (charts from VI; book as well as the statistical data I gather-
ed on Baltimore city were used); Civic and Community Involvement for
the Urban Learner; Consumer Education for the Adult Urban Learner.

In addition, I have taught my teachers how to make lesson plans
from relevant newspaper and magazine articles which I xerox and send

them.



In addition to our "Vini-nester ", -le are also about to include

a "Clinical - Cluster" in our acalemic program. Students would di-
vide their day hetween acad^Nic work and specific training in an area
of office work - secretarial, keypunch, stenography, etc.

!le hope that the educational needs will become more evident to
the students pursuing this kind of training - things like the need
for spelling, punctuation, following directions, etc.

3. Student reactions

"iy teachers and students really enjoy this relevant approach.
They have btun most excited about our consumer education materials.
They also like reaeshs the "near Abby" column:, one discussing them.

4. tiaterials in Part I of iyanL__m__FamilandPersorevelontinABE

found useful

I found the material on Negroes most useful, particularly the

section that exploded myths about 1egro family life.

ateriAls in Part I of Family and Personal Development in ABE

found not to be useful

I did not find the material on minority groups other than !legro

to be useful as far as the target population we are dealing with in

my particular ABE program. He are dealing with about 90% Negroes and

10% poor whites.

5. 'aterials in Part II of Family and Personal Development in ABE

found to be useful

I found all of the units in Part II to be useful. I have not

had a chance for my teachers to teach all of units yet, but I plan

to have 'lade use of all the very relevant resource units now and next

year.
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The Facts About Smcking_and Health. Washington:
government Printing Office, IOC
Social Security Administration. Do You Get
Cash Tips? Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1410.

Joe Wheeler Finds a Job and Learns About Social
Security. Vashiiiiton: government Printing
Office, 19G8.

Social Security Benefits for Students 18-22.
Washington: Government Printing Office, 1953.

Your ;Wicare Handbook. Washington: Government
-P-Finting Office, 1971.

Your Social Security. Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1171.

Social and Rehabilitation Service, Aid to Blind
or Disabled People. washinflton: Government
Printing Office, 1969.

AidtoFamiliesendentChildren.
-Wash ington: Govertmeift-Prntr 1970.

nld-Aoe Assistance Statistics. Government Print
fn Office, 1971.

Puhlic Assistanc., Statistics. NCSS Report A-2
(2/71), Washington: Government Printing Office

The Nation's Youth: A Chart Book. Children's
Rureau. Publication 1(o. 461 Washington: Govern
m.mt Printing Office, 196C.
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Office, 1971
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Printing Office, 1971.
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September 14, 1.71

Dr. Edmonia W. Davidson
P. O. Box 266
Howard University
Washington, D.C. 2001

Dear Dr. Davidson:

I wish to express *may profound appreciation for the privilege of participating
in the Adult Basic Education Institute for teachers and teacher trainers of
urban adult populations, July 26 - August 6. The experience will prove of
value in the work in which I am engaged for many many years to come.

Several major aspects of the training stand out as exceedingly valuable.

The opportunity, through field visits, to become intimately acquainted with
contemporary social problems and the educational approach to social change
was indeed a valuable process. All of us were e.nliglitened by the stimulating,
dynamic resnul ce leadership that you were able to secure to bring cignificant
input to the total experience. Constantly we spoke of the value of the exper-
ience as one which had a great deal of relevance in terms of relating our work
and training to the needs of the oppressed,who are the A. B. E. students. The
implications of our training for curriculum development for A. B.E. students
were clear throughout the course.

We were stunned, surprised, pleased, and grateful for the many costly and
important resources of which we were recipient. The opportunity to be in-
troduced to working with computers in terms of the census data was for me
a very rewarding and meaningful experience. It has been said that education
is 9r, teacher and IV content. Those of us who had the privilege of your
dynamic leadership can attest to that education axiom. Your life,as shared
with us embodied the principles that you were enunciating in the process.

Let ink indicate ways in which this material be helpful to me and used in
the immed!at month and ears ahead. In late August, I held a conference
with a faculty member of one of the graduate schools in Atlanta and together
we began the process of designing a graduate program for the Interdenomina-
tional Theoloilical Center, in Atlanta, Ga., for candidates for Master's
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E. W. Davidson [2]

Degree in Religious Education. It was our recommendation that the process
and information which we gained at the seminar should become one of the
major components of the continuing education in Atlanta.

This semester I will be teaching a graduate course, at New York University,
entitled, "Religion and Society. " In this course we will be working with
stidents on ways to analyze contemporary society. The methods and in-
formation discovered this summer will be applied here.

In my relationship to the Church Women United, our national organization
of Christian women, I serve as a consultant to the staff person in charge of
continuing and basic adult education, and already I have met with that person
to share insights gained and resources received.

In the program of a couple of other graduate students working on community
problems - in the area of criminal justice and drug addiction - I have been
a resource person in helping them deal with the discovery of methods of
working at studying community problems.

With the staff in our Department of Educational Development, I am sharing
much of the information which we received. Your outline for studying your
community will be shared this Thursday with the six educational directors
of the major black denominations. These men reach the leadership of more
than ten thousand churches across this nation. They may use this outline
in their surveys as a guide for those leaders who wish to bec6rne involved
in this way. These are only a few of the insights.

Maybe the last one that I should indicate is that when I work with Teachers
College in its Ethnic Studies Center, all of this material will be exceedingly
valuable.

Again my deep appreciation for the tremendous contribution which we received
21:4 participants and for the personal privilege of meeting and working with
so dynamic an educator.

Sin:: ely your_a

L. mid ale.
Previa Pearl Stokes, Ed. D.
Staff Associate. - Urban Education
Dept. of Educational Development
OPSijvn
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